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Mime· Troupe Productions Hit Central
The s a n Francisco Mime
Troupe will appear Oct. 13 on
the Central cam~s for their
display in revolutionary theatre.
They will present "The Goril·
la Marching Band and the Gut.
ter Puppet Show" Mon., Oct. 13
at 3 p.m. in the SUB Mall am
Bertolt Brecht's "Congress of
the Whitewashers or TUramot''
at 8 p. m. in McConnell A.udi·
torium.
A. workshop on the radical thea•
tre will be held in the Grupe
Conference Center TUes., Oct.14
from 3-4 p.m.
The troupe, which originated
1n the San Francisco Bay area,

performs at colleges, universi·
ties and parks, relying solely on
the donations of their audiences.
The actors usually work six.:
twelve-hour -days at $30 a week.
However, the group's loyalty to·
ward radical theatre exceeds the
obstacles of their financial bur·
dens, spokesmen say.

When the Mime Troupe formed
1n 1959 they decided to perform

along the guidelines of "com.
media dell' arts", apopularform
of entertainment during the Ita·
lian Renasissance.
In it, actors would personify
some sterotyped character like
a suspicious husband, a brash
servant or a young, struggling
lawyer and then develop the dia·
logue within a previously agreed
upon plot.
The group worked umer the
sponsorship of the San Francis- .
co Actors' Workshop until 1962,
when they elected to operate in·
dependently.
Since then, the Troupe has in·
volved itself in political thea·
tries when civil rights and Vietnam flared into penetrating issues.
The events will be presented
by the Lectures and Assem.
biles Committee and are free
to the campus and Ellensbur~
public.

SOS ·Approves
Club Constitution
A constitution was approved
and a three-member executive
board elected at an SDS meeting
last Monday.
Gene Shields, instructor in
Sociology; Tom Lineham, off·
campus senior and SGA legislator; and Mary Deaton, otf.
campus senior and editor of the
Campus Crier; were elected to
the Triumvirateo
A nine-man committee to study
the ROTC probl~m was also
established. The committee will
propose action to be taken in
protest against ROTC during
the Viet Nam Moratorium, Oct.
15.
The purpose of SDS, as stated
in the ·approved constitution, ls
"to promote democracy and inititate change in the college and
community.'
The document provides for
a triumvirate to be elected on
staggered terms of one quart•
er, two quarters and one year.
Executives can be recalled by
a simple majority vote at a
regular meetingo The constitution provides for one regular
meeting at the first of each
quarter. All other meetings
wll1 be scheduled at the discretion of the Triumvirate.
A list of tentative galls Wa.s
distributed.. It includes: ellm•

st.nation of ROTC; end to man°
datory dorm living; establishment of a Tenants Association
to control off·campus rent and
housing condition; elimination ·
of P.E. requirements and other;
relevant to changes on the cam·

SAN FRANCISCO MIME TROUPE-Revolutionary theatre will strike behind enemy lines
next week when the country's best known "guerilla theatre" comes to Central. The Troupe
brinis to the campus Bertolt Brecht's "Congress of the Whitewashers or TUrandot."

Three Dog Night Here

pus.
An open executive session was
called for 6:30 p.m. Friday at
the home of Gene Shields. Rides
will be available in front of Lind
Hallo

At the meeting the Triumvirate and members will discuss
the goals of SDS and draw up
a list of priorities. Necessary
committees will also be deter·
mined and committee members
appointed, spokesmen said.
A regular meeting will be held
Monday at 7:30 in the SUB. SDS
members interested in working
as marshalls or making signs
for the Oct. 15 March for Peace
may contact any member of the
Triumvirateo .

The tolling bells you will
hear on Oct. 15 will be in
honor of the 39,000 Viet Nam
war dead. Stop the war and<OP'
stop the deaths.

THREE DOG NIGHT-Concluding the Vietnam Moratorium program at Central will be the
popular rock group "Three Dog Night." The concert will be held Wednesday at Nicholson
Pavilion at 8 p.m. Tickets fortheperformanceare on sale in the SUB for $2.50 for students.

Moratorium Special Inside
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Anthropology o·epartment
Studies Kittitas Valley
The newly established department of antropology at Central
will engage in an extensive and
intensive anthropological, eCOa
logical study of the Kittitas Val·
ley and the surrounding area,
according to Dr. Marco G. Bicchieri, department chairman.
Dr.. Bicchieri noted that this
area has not p~eviously been the
focus ol any concentrated an·
throPological study, although
SPoradic research has been done
in the region. He said a study
of the area, its past and present, will hopefully relate to

today's and tomorrow's com·
munity and will benefit the park
se~ices, the game department,
and highway development. Also
fore seen are benefits to mi·
nority groups, employment, and
a variety of other social ser·
vices.
Aside from providing teach·
ing and research, the purpose
of the department of anthropo·
logy at Central will be to of·
fer a service to the community.
"Too often," Dr., Bicchieri said,
1 «the general p0pulation doesn't
uooerstand what academics

30 seconds between any two

points in the continental
United States

Ellensburg Telephone Co.
Fo~

The FJnest In
Sweaters

are doing with the taxpayers•
money. We must do research
and teaching in a manner that
will allow us to communicate
with the generalpubllc. There's
no sense _in over-emphasizing
esoteric research of a culture
10,000 miles away when there's
work to be done here.,"
Early inhabitants of central
Washington constituted small,
mobile foodgathering groups, ·
~cording to Dr. Bicchieri. They
did not leave behind as many
"impressive" examples of their
culture a,s did the Northwest
Coast Indians, for example. The
artifacts uncovered in this region are often not as specta·
cular than any other area, he
said, in piecing up the puzzle .
of the total nature of man's social and material technology•1
Dr. William c. Smith, associate professor of anthropology,
and students, have recently been
excavating an archeological site
at the conflux of Umtanum Creek
and the Yakima River in the
Yakima River Canyon. Dr. Bicchieri suggested that there was
probably considerable move·
ment of early inhabitants up and
down the area, focusing around
the Yakima River system, which
supplied a rich resource of fish
and game. Dr. Clayton c. Den·
man, associate professor of an•
thropology, is presently inG
volved in the directing of the
"Small Town Institute", which
focuses on the problems of the
small community center as op..
posed to the urban concentrate.
Before coming to Central this
year, Dr. Bicchieri was associate professor and acting chair·
man of the department of anthrop0logy at Bel~it College,
Wisconsin. A native of Nairobi, Kenya, Dr. Bicchieri was
involved with the Italian under.
ground and fought the German
army until the end of hostili·
ties in early 1945.
Returning to Africa in 1948,
Dr. Bicchieri was engaged in
mining, dam construction, and
government work in Tanganyi.
ka. From 1948 until he came
to the United States in 1958,
he was continually involved with
several native tribes. Studies
of these groups resulted in know·
ledge and interest which led to
Dr. Bicchieri's a c a de.
mic career.

DR. VICKTOR FRANKL-Noted psychoanalyst, Dr. Vicktor Frankl, spoke to an overflow audience last Moooay on
"Man's Search for Meaning,'' ~t Hertz Recital Hall.

Overflow Audience
listens To Frankl
One's· life is the answer to
question of meaning, Dr. Vik·
tor Frankl, Viennese psychotherapist and author-lecturer
~id Monday in a speech, entit:
led ccMan's Search for Mean.
ing," at 8 p.m. in Hertz Allio
ditorium.
1
«1s there any meaning great.
er than Ufe?" Frankl asked.
He said that life holds a unique meaning for every man.
"Values are disappearing and
are no longer accepted univer•
sally," Frankl said, "btlt even
if all values vanished, life can
still be meaningful because a
unjque meaning in a unique situation in a unique person will
always be present."
He defined conscience as the
cccapability of man intuitivelyto
take hold of a unique meaning."
''Man is threatened by mean.
inglessness," he said. "He
must be educated for a sense
of consciousness that will equip
him with the capability to find
a unique meaning."
Meaning cannot be given but
must be found, Frankl said.
ccThis is contradictory to the
American way of approaching
meaning because Americans as.
cribe it to something," he said.
Frankl said that man has a
self-transcending
quality in·
herent in him that '«goes down
to the biological foundations of
his being."
'«when man concerns himself
with anything within himself
his existence falters and col:
lapses," he said.
ccBy virtue of his own self•
transcendence, man is seeking a
reason for being happy," Frankl
said.
"Once such a reason
t~e

MAKE DEAN'S YOUR !
HEADQUARTERS
For
•
•
•
•

•

Pre-Recorded Tapes
Records
Stereos
Needles

exists, happiness is installed
as a by-product."
He said happiness is ccensued''
rather than 1X1rsued.
'«It can't be pursued because
the more he tries, the less
able man is to be happy,'' Frankl
said.
Happiness cannot be manipu·
lated, he said. One allows oneself to become happy by not car•
ing for happiness.
c' .,he same idea applies to
success, for one should never
care about being a success,"
he said.
Frankl said that one may be
successful by doing what his
conscience commands.
ccHowever, despite success
one may feel despair at ~he
meaninglessness of his life,"
he said.
. Yet man can find fulfillment
in spite of tragedy and can
turn the negative aspect of hu.
man existence into something
positive, Frankl said.
"Even suffering can have
meaning if you're improving
yourself because of it," he
said.

Bus Service
·From SUB
To Seattle
Greyhound buses, departing
for Seattle and coast p0ints,
will leave from the SUB every
Friday at 2:15 p.m. and 5:15
p.m.
At least 32 passengers must
sign up for the special 5:15
Pom• bus. If fe....wr than 32
sign up, these passengers must
catch the regular bus which de·
parts from the Greyhound depot
at 7:15 p,mo
Passengers who want to return
direc_tly to the campus on Sun·
day night will leave Seattle at
6 p.m. -Passengers must have
signed up for the return bus 1n
advance and must have purchase
ed round-trip tickets.
The Greyhound Bus ticket
table will be open every Friday
in the SUB LObby from 10 a.m.
until 1 p.mo

. BUY THE BEST
FOR LESS at ...

tltra0Dtt1aft
SHOPPING CENTER

The Plaza!

500 Mt. View Ave.
OPEN 9 to 9 DAILY
10 to 7 SUNDAY

.
0 pen i ngs Ava i Iab Ie

....

.' .

•
On SGA Committees SGA Red1str1cts For Fa1rness
One hundred and twenty.eight
student positions on 49 · cam.
pus committees are open and
waiting to be filled, says Frank
Morris, SGA- legislator.a.t..
Iar~e.

others are Long Range Planning, one opening; Religious
Activities Boa.rd, two openings;
, Student Financial Assistance,
two; Student Health, two; Student
VUlage Advisory, four; Sympos.
tum, six; Symposium Evaluat.
ion, three; Teach~r Education
CurricuJ.~,
one;
Traffic,

The positions open are -on
tacuity.student
committees,
and ·student committees. Stu.
dents may obtain explanations
three; Union Building Expan.
of the committees in a book.
sion, one; and Who's Who Sel.
let available in the SGA Of.
ection, three.
fice in the SUB.
Facuity.student committees
Student.lacUlty committees
with openings are ~ Academic
with openings are Boa.rd of Pub.
Standing, two openings; Admis.
lications 1 two openings; Book
sions, Matriculation and Grad.
Store, five openings; College
uation, two openings; All CamCommunity ReJations,
six;
pus CurricUlum, one; Arts and
Film, two; Food Service, two;
Sciences, one; Athletics Boa.rd,
New Student Orientation, three;
three; Campus Safety, three;
Recrea ti.on Advisory , seven;
Drug Advisory, five; Education
Parents Weekend, one; Pep Staff
Department Program, two; EdElection, three; Personnel,
ucational Opportunities Pro.
gram, · five; Food and Housing, · five; Sweecy Day, one; Student
Workers Union, ten; and World
two; and General Education,
University Service Week, one.
two.

.Dra_ma Depa
asts,
Arena Theatre Opens In Barge ·
the Killing Ground" will be the
first production ever to be pre•
sented thereo
The following people have
been cast in "BJack Comedy:"
Chuck
Mccaughan, Muzzall
sophomore, Brindsley Miller;
Barbara Hazeltine, Davies'
freshman, Carol Melkett; Rhon.
da. Schroeder, Student Village
Coed sophomore, Miss Furni.
val; Martin La Platney, Muz.
zall sophomore, Colonel MelThis "hilarious farce" is ~
kett; Tom Birkeland, Muzza.11
bout the happenings in an aparta
sophomore, Harold Gorringe;
ment when the lights go out.
Bill Gorgensen, graduate stu.
However, in the play, when the
dent, Upi:Xlnzigh; Lin Whitwor th,
lights are supposedly out, they
off.campus senior, Clea; and Riwill be on and vice versao
chard Dills, off.campus senior,
The Winter Quarter play,. Georg Bamberger.
"Slow Dance on the Killing
The cast ot 'Slow Dance on
Ground,H by William Hanley, the Killing Ground" has parts
under the direction of Dr. Rich· for three peopleo Ty Hughes,
ard Leinaweaver is scheduled Munro junior, was chosen for
for Jano 15·17, and 22-24_,in the part of Randall; Frank Cox 11
Arena Theatre, Barge 300.
offmCampus sophomore 1will play
The Arena is a new addition Glas, and Connie Bennett, Kam·
to Centralo "Slow Dance on ola junior,,. plays Rosieo
Auditions have been held and
the casts chosen for the Fall
Quarter production of "Black
Comedy" and the Winter Quart·
er play, "Slow Dance on the
Killing Ground".
"Black Comedy," by Peter
Schaffer, under the direction of
Dr o Betty Evans, will be presented on two weekends · Novo
13a15, and 20.22, in McC~nnell
Auditor ium at 8:30 p.m.
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It's redistricting time again
ted to House Council for app.
It was moved and passed to
for the SGA.
roval.
allot up to $125 for the two day
At its weekly 6 :30 p,m, Mon.
Rick Lehman, off.campus sen•
event and up to $75 for the event
ior, reported on the progress
in Olympia, This allocation
day meeting in SUB 208, the
SGA legislature passed a redist. of the Students Worker~ Union.
will be contingent upon further
ricting proposal that eliminates
He.told the legislature that Food
seeking of resources in the com.
districts regarding sex or living Service has made off-campus
munity.
workers buy meal tickets for the
Jim Delfel, SGA social Vice.
groups, both on and off.campus.
Tim Wing,SGApresident,premeals they work, and the union
president, presented an explanation of SGA's position on the
sented two proposals, explaillll' opposes this.
ing that the redistricting pasLehman said that the Food
pep staff.
Service's reasons for this are
sed last Spring Quarter was
He . stated that the purPose
unconstitutional .and therefore that off.campus students steal
of a pep staff is to generate
invalid.
food and that since the dining
halls serve mainly on-campus , student enthusiasm for a schools
The first one was similar to
various athletic teams and the
· students, on.. campus students
one presently in use ·but the
SGA feels that the pep staff in
dorms were rearranged. In this
should get the jobs
its present form does not ade.
-plan the districts would still be
The SGA passed motion that
quately
achieve that end .
. divided between males and fethey
endorse the student
Workers' Union in their efforts
males, and the distribution of
The staff, with the SGA, is
students would be more equal,
to abolish the requirement that
presently conducting an inten.
though not entirely, said Wing.
_off -campus food service employ. _sive evaluation and reorganiza·
Wing impressed the legislat.
ees must buy meal tickets.
tion of the . pep staff and its req_rs with . the fact that the
.Father Peter Hagel, Catholic
lationship to the student body.
districting was still not fair,
campus Minister, was present
Delf el urged the members to
explaining that all women's dist.
and requested funds to send two
attend the games and talk to
ricts are larger than men's,
student representatives to two
the pep staff because legislators
separate events dealing with
coed dorms are doubly reprewill make the final decision on
a Crisis Clinic.
sented, and men are better re.
their remaining for basketball
presented on campus than wornFather Hagel said that this
season.
en, while off-campus women are
is preliminary planning for a
better represented than men.
crisis Clinic that might be est•
Frank Morris, legislator-at.
Redistricting proposal two,
ablished in Ellensburg.
large, presented a list of the
which Wing recommended and
The first meeting will be held
SGA committee appointments'
the · SGA passed, eliminates
in Olympia on Saturday and the and openings. The legislature
second one is to be held in
much of the problem. explain·
moved to accept all the reap..
ed Wing. It will be submit·
seattle:October 2o ·and 21.
pointees and new appointments.
0

(and othe r more tangible priz es)

CRICKETEER.

OPENING LINE
CONTEST

Pick up entry form in your

FREE

Ter111 Planner
and Pocket Secretary
at your bookstore, Today

(Limited supply)

or deposit this entry form in Bookstore Sweepstakes Box within 4 weeks from start of classes
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

If you "ve got an opening line that"s
original and pa i; icula~l. y effective. •nt•r it
in our Cnckete.r Op•nrng Line contest .
Twenty seven national First Prize winners
will have their names and opening lines
published and in addition win a
complete Cricketeer wardrobe. Second
,,rize winners. will receive "Opening Line
Master " blazer crests and th ird prize
winners will win " Opening Line
Master" decals. -

Come in today to enter your favorite
opening line , and see the new
Cricketeer line for Fall.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
College _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Pa~ticipating

Manufacturers

Eaton's
Zodiac
Stationery

GAY

lJ@DES

by@fil>

YOUR COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

Free ·
Parking

t
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BuyA Button

1Say No
TWo groups seem to be doing the majority of the dissenting in America; the Blacks and the students. The stu.
dents have succeeded in creating some disturbance, yet
they have not discovered their power. ·
Their power ls simply that they are the heirs ap.
parent ·to the establishment now running the country.
'T he directions they ctwose for their lives will decide
the fate of the · present powers in the economic, Polit•
teal and m1lltary structures.
.If they choose to flll the niches thelrfathers now occupy,
the system in all its gross, bureaucratic insensitivity
will continue.
·
Now many will counter with the tradltlonal cry that one
must work within the system to change it.
However, it ls obvious by the vast silence that for the
most part pervades our upper echelons of governmp- ·
industry and armed forces, that ways have been / . .
to silence people.
,.
Threat of loss of job or pay, or just plain social pres·~e keeps most people <Jiiet. Also, I suspect one be.
tomes used to doing a specialized function without consl·
~e_r!ng its consequences.
Bureaucratsl are like· Adolf~ Eichmann who was so removed by paper from the slaughter that the numbers he
manipulated from Auschwitz to Dachau never became
people to him. A. runaway bureaucracy, insane or lead·
erless, crushes all in its path.
However, a bureaucracy needs two things to operate;
people to man its typewriters and most important, auth.
ority. With authority a bureaucracy can do whatever
it needs to do.
With authority like that of Germany or America it can
gas Jews or napalm Vietnamese. The rationales justi•
fying the two acts are different; the reality of burnt
bodies is the same.
Now one of the ways in which you and I have, knowing·
ly or not, Pa.rticipated in that machinery of death is through
our aclmowlegement of its authority.
It has registered and classified us, reclassified us and
inducted us at its need. our lives. have been taken from
us. Some of us, around 39,000, have died.
The truly frightening thing is what we have wrought
with out compliance and servility. The land of Vietnam
is desolate.
Four million Vietnamese wander homeless. Saigon has
swelled to an immense bloated spider crammed with
2,800,000 people, making 1t the most crowded city in the
w,orld, almost three times as dense as .Tokyo.
Prostitution and vice are rampant and hunger and plague
stalk the refuge.e s. The war ls 25 years old and no one
knows how many Vietnamese, north and south, have died
or been maimed, but casualties were 150.200,000 civi·
lians a year before the 1968 Tet.
our symbol 'f that death and of our responsibility for
1t is the draft card.
11.s, I·Y, IV·F, IV ·D, I·A., I·A-0; it makes no difference,
out act of acknowledgement of th~ military ls conscrip.
tion, which delivers, in some mont~s, up to 55,000 men
to run the weapons.
our R.O.T.C. programs send ltagoodhalfof its officers.
Because we are the heirs apparent to the powers of
the establishment, we ar~ def erred, we are "in the nation.
al interest." In other words, we· are the ones who will
manage the economic, political, military and educational
factories.
The Blacks am the poor are conscripted, ,they ser.ve
and die and come back to their four hundred year old
legacy; poverty, racism, the big city ghetto.
Now, they are no longer willing to remain expl~ited~·.
the colonies in the central city are in turmoil am revolt.
The long years of non-violent protests were their Boston
Tea Party and watts was their Lexington.
The soldiers of suppression for this revolution are you
and I: the reservists, the national guard, the army, the
police. We are all the white backlash rolled into a gun. ·
The Resistance has said "No'' to this. It is a frighten·
ing thing to say no to the state that has been over you since
childhood.
Allan Hobbs has said "No," David Harri · has said
"No"; my brother and I hav~ said "No''. Around 6 ,ooo
of us around the nation have said that magic word.
In turn we have said "Yes" to life, '.'Yes" to our broth.
ers all over the world, "Yes" to a real Peace Corps.
There is much we could teach the world, there is much
to learn.
There is much that black people and white people could
give each other if the hatred, the fear, the racism and
the poverty could be overcome.
But none of this can happen in a world full of death and
its tools-technological and hu~-: in a world full of
Detroits and Guatemalas, of W~tts ~nd Vietna.ms • .
If we take the gun and the heritage of our past we have
chosen death and totalitarianism. If we open our hands
to our brothers we may forge a different path.
O't" let me quote David Harris, ''You cannot serve a God
of Love and Brotherhood and a God of Militarism and
conscription, for the existence of the one is the absolute
contradiction of the existence of the other."
Douglas Lindsay ,

Moratorium buttons are being
sold 1n the SUB everyday. Pro·
ceeds go to the legal defense
fund of Allan Hobbs, convicted
draft resistor and former stu..
dent at Central.

"No AH-ect".
Nixon Sciys
By BILL SIEVERT .
College Press Service
Washington (cPS) -Jn oae
his rare disp~ of emotion, President Nixon shOweda
combination of determlnatk>n
and fear ln his response to a
reporter's questions at his late.st news conference about' the
plans for massive anti-war protests this fall. ,
"I have often said that there's
really very little we can do
with regard. to running the Uni•
versity and college campuses
of this country," President Nt.
xon said.
"We have enough problems
· running the nation, the national
problems. Now I understand
that there has been and contt.
nues to be opposition to the war
in Vietnam onthecampuses aoo
also in the nation.
A.s far
as this kind of activity is concernoo, we expect it.
"However,'' the President
said, ''Under oo circumstances
will I be affected whatsoever
by it."
of

Leadership Needed
Dear Editor;
I do not like the role of a
negative reactor, but I am com.
pelled to express my disappoint.
ment in your lead editorial (Sept.
26. issue.)
.
A.t a time when students need
leadership in their growing hu·
manity, it is an injustice to
them to parrot the banal denunciation of the "establishment."
Unfortunately, you. identify the
wrong culprit and point to no
viable solution.
The schools do not make the
"organization man"; parents
do. The schools have ln fact,
turned out · some pretty strong

it contains must be decently
buried.
Nontheless, the person who·
possesses . an excitement about
life will learn and nobody can
stop him. Without such an excitement, nobody can teach him.
.Fighting the system is a self.
destructive endeavor. Working
with the system, strengthening
its creative elements and seek..
ing to modify the useless ls,
of course, to be ericour:lied.
Dr. Luther G. Baker Jr.
Professor of Family Life

Thought For Today

A. Central. student's thought
for today: My first day on cam.
pus · and a "no-no" before the
sun reached overhead. I~ isn't
stuff.
.
that I mind those little "noThe evidence of research is .
no' s" but "no ladies 1ri slacks
clear that the development of
on this side of the Commons"
the creative character or its
leaves me in a somewhat quesinhibition occurs in early child·
tioning mood.
hood in the first attempts of the
Being considered a lady was
· child to explore and to express
real
nice!
himself.
And, as I was wearing slacks,
Too often, parents are· unable
or unwilling to tolerate explora.
Uon, so train a child who ls
unquestionably obedient and
''nice."
Thus the child carries with
him to school a pattern of per.
sonality which impells him to
Editor •.• Mary Deaton
seek and aquiesce to the tea.
Managing Editor ••• Gary Larson
cher's initiative.
News Editor. • .Bob Lutgen
B\Jt not all children are like
Sports Editor. • • • • Pat Roe
that. Some grow up in homes
A.ss't. Sports. . •Tom Lamping
where parents permit, even en.
Copy Editor. . . Barry Car law
coui:age, autonomy and expres.
Photo Editor. . .Bob Gauvreau
siveness. The school cannot
A.d Manager. . .Dave Walker
stifle these!
A.d Rep•.• Rich Woodruff . ·
More0ver, there are some
Business Manager .• Fred Hurst
teachers ~ho understand and enAdvisor .•. Bill Chamberlin
courage individuality.
mary, gary, bob, and bill suf.
The crucial issue, particular.
·
f
ered cardiac arrests simultan.
ly at the college level, 'ls not
eously when ron at the record
the nature of . the school, but
said that they didn't get .our
the nature of the person. Of
copy. the editors and bill luc~
course the school must stay
Uy had a qui_c~ recovery when
alive and those dead elements

I'm womering if there exists
a profound or even a simple
reason as to "why" a lady
would wear slacks.
Perhaps for comfort, especially during those two and
three-hour lab sessions?
Perhaps in consideration of.
wind, rain and cold?
Perhaps in the interest of
finances?
Perhaps the acknowle<kment
that the ~ms ain't what they
used to be?
Perhaps. • .perhaps. • .per.
haps.
Perhaps the Commons can
tell me their "why". ·
Vida F. A.ust
~earch 'for Learning
Dear Editor;
Thus, I've returned to the
institution: a place where I must
grow to feel for human needs,
a place where I must acquire
those working techniques that
will allow me to be a valve in
(conto on pg. 5, col. 1)
CENTRAL
WASHINGTON

STATE

r1er
ron f oum our copy-right where
he (mfs) placed it!!! _thanks to
0ur hard working (but sometimes late) staff the paper made
it almost on time.
'excuse
of the week' award goes to mary,
who claims she had a flat tire
somewhere · in wenatchee. we
were all glad she had an ex.
cuse for being late, but couldn't
she be a little more creative?
masthead bob for.
got to mention the ad reps
·and business man last week,
so i will do 1t twice now: fred,
fred; dave, dave; and rich, rich.

I.

'letters
(continued from page 4 col.5)

•
St uden t Un1on
Reads Poetry
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Dr. Hatta Comes To Central As
Visiting Professor From Japan

The Student Poetry Union will
relation to my fellow man, a
be having its first readfng Oct.
place where I must and will
14 at 8 p.m. in the Grupe Con·
learn.
f erence Center, with following
But how can a man freely
_readings Nov. 4 and Dec. 2.
A new and smiling face has
acquire Imowledge in a place of
It is hoped that some foreign
social restriction?
A place students will read their poetry; joined the ranks of the faculty
which not even truthful educa.. perhaps in their native lang~es. of Central this year. Dr. Shi·
tors apply to their jobs? This The black students on campus geo Hatta, visiting professor of
Engllsll from Japan sa;ys he is
institution does not even preare also expected to be represent and stand by a structure,
beginning to like this "out al.
a bureaucratic machine. This sented.
the way" place.
This group was formea oy stu•
is absurd. For even the ma.
Dr. Hatta is attending Cen•
chine can allow for some ad. ·dent coordinator Robert Larson tral on a grant from Japan's
and Mark Halperin from cen• Ministry of Education. He will
vancment.
tral's
English faculty.
The college as it stands is
be principally involved in rea sloppy realization of hier.
If anyone is interested in read- search work in connection with
archy, freedom, fear aoo sepa- ing or working with the group, Central'& comp0sition clinic.
ratism. All positions-admini• please contact Mark Halperin at
When in J a.pan, Dr. Hatta
stration, faculty and student- Alford Hall.
holds a joint appointment as
are in obligation to some higher
professor of English at Aichi
form of influence. So how the
Pretectural University and lect•
hell does one searching for truth
urer in. Engllsh at Nagoya NatamoJlist corruption attain real·
ional University~
ity?
"There have been drastic
You play games.
changes in the educational sysThe ACLU of Washington held tem in Japan since World War
They play games.
a chapter conference in Grupe
Its all the same to me.
II," said Dr. Hatta.
Conference Center last wee~
All the same to me.
According to Dr. Hatta,
end.
Members present were Japan's educational system
In my reality.
from chapters in: Bellingbam, comes basically from Great
Individual study, is, I realize,
Bremerton, Wenatchee,_ Pult. Britain and the United States.
helpful. However, I appreciate
man, Yal';ima, UPS, Tacoma, The reason for this is that af{er
the companionship of a fellow
Richland, Longview, aoo Ellens. the war, American and English
intellect who may help me de.
bur~.
velop.
educators came into Japan and
Featured speaker at the con- set .up schools.
Oh, I know you say one only
f erence was Ruth Abraham, Dl•
helps himself, but I have no
After the loth grade, students
rector of Chapter Development ·
phobia against another miooin Japan are divided into two
for Southern California ACLU. groups: those who will go to
a free mind not controlled but,
She, and other speakers, con• college and those who will not.
or controlling, the system.
centrated on chapter communi· The government is pressed to
And why, · 1 ask, can't the
cation aoo organization for recollege
institution provide
build college facllities fast ecruit ment, involvement, and ac- nough to fill the growing dehonest reailty for the seeker?
tion.
We will have to work for tt,
mand, as a result of increasEllensburg, the host chapter,
I suppose.
But, now I desing college enrollments.
plans
to
reorganize
in
the
im•
piir and will despair until truth
Another change--tn-~Japanese
mediate future. The planned reprevails.
organimtion
will
emphasize
reJohn Drinkwater
cruitment of student members.
For further information contact
either Charles Stasny, polltical
science, or Jerry Olson, sociology.
James Nylander, faculty sen·
ate president, and Tim wtng,·
SGA president, began their for·
mal participation in Central 's
Board d. Trustees' meetings
on sept. 26.
Nylander and Wing had been
requested to sit in on these
meetings by Herb Frank, board
ot trustees' chairman.
The
purpose ol this request was to
insure that the board would
have actual representation r4
both 'the faculty and the student
body.

Confab Held
On Chapters-

VISITING PROFESSOR-Dr. Shigeo Hatta, visiting professor of English from Japan, talks with Sharon Nichol·
son, he.ad-resident Student Village Coed dormitory, about
research he is doing at Central.
·
education, Dr. Hatta noted, was
that several years ago, the doctorate was awarded only to out·
standing students d. long standing. However, the doctorate is
now awarded at the completion
of a scholarly research and publication program.
Dr. Hatta also expressed an
interest in J~se history and

the study ol Japanese provin·
cial folk-lore, in addition to his
main field ol study, K:.igllsh
comPosition.
A.s an avocation, he is inter·
ested in penmanship, including
ornate writing and flourishing,
an art previous]y practiced and
admired in Japan.

Student Sits
In On Board

BLOW
YOURSELF. U

Black and White

2ft. x3ft. Poster only $

($4.95 value)

with plastic frame $4 ($7.95 value)
Send any black & white or color photo
up to 8" x 10" (no negatives) and the
name "Swingline" cut from any
Swingline stapler or staple refill package
to: Poster-Mart, P. 0. Box 165,
Woodside, N. Y. 11377. Enclose cash,
check or money order (no C.O.D.'s) in
the amount of $2.00 for each blow-up;
$4.00 for blow·up and frame as shown.
Add sales tax where applicable. Original
material returned undamaged. Satisfac·
tion guaranteed. Allow 30 days for delivery.

...

c:-:.~
__.;:;:,
J
J2.00 SIULl.llM AVOlllE,

II
Does it really work?

If you've ever resorted to NoDoz<&at 4a.m.
the night before an exam, you've probably
been disappointed.
NoDoz, after all, is no substitute for
sleep. Neither is anything else we can
think of.
What NoDoz is is a very strong sti mu Iant. In fact, NoDoz has the strongest
stimulant you can buy without a prescription.
Caffeine.
What's so strong about that?
If we may cite The Pharmacological
Basis of Therapeutics: Caffeine is a
powerful central nervous stimulant. Caffeine excites all portions of the central
nervous system. Caffeine stimulates all
portions of the cortex, but its main action
is on the psychic and sensory functions.
It produces a more rapid and clearer flow
of thought and allays drowsiness and
fatigue. After taking caffeine, one is ca. pable of more sustained intellectual effort and a more perfect association of
ideas. There is also a keener appreciation of sensory stimuli.
Very interesting. But why take

INC.

LOllG ISlMO CITY, IU. 11101
•T. M.0 1969 Bri stol.Myers Co.

NoDoz when you can get caffeine in a
cup of coffee?
Very simple. You take NoDoz all at
once instead of sipping coffee for 10 minutes. And if you take two NoDoz tablets,
the recommended dosage, you get twice
the caffeine in a cup of coffee.
Two tablets-isn't that likely to be
habit forming? Definitely not. NoDoz is
completely non-habit forming.
Which means it's safe to take
whether you're cramming at night. Or
about to walk into an 8 o'clock class. Or
driving somewhere (even though you're
rested) and the monotony of the road
makes you drowsy.
One last t[ling you should know
about NoDoz. It now comes in two forms .
Those familiar white pills you take with
water. And a chewable tablet called
NoDoz Action Aids". It tastes like a chocolate mint, but it does everything regular
NoDoz does.
And if you've managed ,.,
to stay awake this
long, you know
that's quite a lot.
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Rick Lehman Tailored Orientation
By JIM BODEEN

Rick said that he could do

Rick is a modest guy. He
worked this summer in the
sticks with the forest service.
He is a senior majoring in SO•
cial science and, oh-his last
name is Lehman.
Anyway, Rick was up in the
woods this summer doin~ his
thing and he ~ot a call from
Frank Morris, SGA lei1slator.
Morris told him to take over
duties of orientation week for
off-cam~s students.

it, and returned to civilization

and Ellensburg on Thursday, the
week before orie~tation. . And,
orientating himself as quickly
as possible, he ~ot to work.
Rick said that Morris had done
most of the groundwork, but that ·
he had to do it all over again just
to confirm what Morris had done.
The problems of off-campus or•
ientation, according to Lehman,
are different from those which
dormitory students go thro~h.

COIN GI.LABS
... for the lively new look in decorating!

630

829

Coin Glass is not just for collectors
of reproductions. It sounds a deco·
rative note that is pleasing in con·
temporary surroundings. And you
will find it as useful as it is beautiful.
hand-molded by

Stop In And Browse Around i
• Housewares
• Giftwares
• Hylan Pottery
• Enamel Ware

ELLENSBURG HARDWARE
202 N. _Pine

925-1055

ACA Plans Award Winning
Films During '69-'70 Yell'

The Association of Cinema
He explained that, for the most
part, off-cam~s studen:ts are old· Arts (A.CA.) will screen 14 a.
ward winning films in Hertz
er and don't want to led around
Auditorium during the 1969-70
on a mandatory leash.
academic year. "Far From
He planned his program around
this concept. He felt that off· Viet Nam"; . the first of the
series will premier on Oct.
campus students were . more in·
21.
terested in Central's "notorious
registration" and individual ad- · Dennis Stevens, president of
the ~CA., recently stated, "The
visement rather than inspi·
chief functions of the associa.
rational speeches.
tion a.re: to promote the high.
Accordingly, these were left
est possible artistic standards ·
out of Lehman's program. In·
in motion picture production;
st~ad, he saw to it that all had
to encourage lectures and the
an opportunity to go through mock
~blication of articles on the
registration and had access to
motion picture medium as an
an adviser.
art form."
He went on to say that the
A.CA only sponsors films that
have won some type of film .
Jestival award or are consider.
ed classic or important films.
A limited number of social
memberships are available to
all those who are interested with
this association. The member.
ship fee is $3 for the complete
academic year.
This fee allows each member.
to attend these films for only
$1 while non-members will have
to pay $3 for each film pre.
sentation they attend. Members
will receive a monthly newsletter with interesting and
worthwhile articles on. the mo.
tion picture industry.
RICK LEHMAN
Many other functions, such
••• on the scene • • •
as a lecture series during spring
Lehman said that students could quarter, will be free to A.CA.
ask their questions any day of members.
After each showing of these
the week and there was always
someone around to answer them. films,. a discussion session will
be opened to anyone who is in.
If there is one thing that Leh·
man seemed to stress in re. terested and will be held in the
counting the orientation · week it cavern where local cri~ics
is that while it was "quite a brought in by the A.CA. will dis. .
hassle"-it was also an "aw- . cuss, in groups, the technical,
fully long program." fie thinks artistic and literal aspects of
that it could 1 have been done in the film.
"A.long with the regular f ea.
three days. "'
Well, if there are any students · ture," said Stevens, "outstand·
not yet, ~ oriented-or any run- ing ' Short-subject films and stu.
ning around trails in the woods dent productions will be shown.''
Among the student films sche.
resulting from directionsgivenin
duled are four award winning
a moment of forgetfulnesS-Leh·
man is probably the man you productions by students from the
should go after.
If you found orientation to your
liking-and weren't lost-he is
the one you should thank.
But remember, Rick just got
out of the boonies, give him a
break.

University of Southern Califor~
nia. These include: "Oilwell",
"Boundman", "Rubber Bam"
and "THX l138·4EB".
In 1968, "THX 1138-4EB"
walked away with all of the ma.
jor awards at the Edinborough
Film Festival. Produced by
USC student Paul Lucas, this
film is now being expanded into
a major picture by warner
Bros .•seven Arts.
The A.CA. is currently negotiating with the use _cinema
department to bring comedian,
producer-director Jerry Lewis
and film critic Arthur Knight to
Central for a lecture on the
art of cinema. Both Lewis and
Knight devote considerable time
to the cinema department at
use, and are considered out.
standing on their fields.
Films scheduled for the fall
quarter include "Don't Look
Back" with Bob Dylan, Nov. 4,
and 6; "The Producers", No.
18; and "Warrendale", Nov. 24.
The Association of Cinema
Arts will ·round out its year
with tentatively scheduled films
such as "Dutchman", "Les
Bi
"Simon of the De.
sert", ''The Immortal StoryH,
"La Dolce Vita", "Republican"
and '"ontery Pop".

Want Hair That
Looks Great?

Barber Shop

Next to Artie Circle

CLIP THIS COUPON I , I

'

I

,

This coupon is worth 5 1 00
on your first' 1 '1' 0 ·Purchase
At
'

FREE
DELIVERY SPECIAL! l»apaburgers - ~-lb. Meat, Lettuce, Tomatoes

·DORM &HOME DELIVERY
. DAILY Within City Limits-5:30-12 p.m.

-MOSER'S :~~~
118 E. 4th
j

t

,·I i

1./

Downtown
I

i

I

'I

l•. '

I

I I

Z:..'
,,,,,,,,:1,1111~

·ANNOUNCING
NOW OPEN .

HUSKY CAFE
And Truck Stop
Open· 24 Hours

FREE PIZZA DELIVERY
Also Delivery Burgers-Chicken-Shak•s-Drinks, etc.

To ~erve Y~

1WO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS TO ·sERVE YOU
Next To Campus

9;;~~;;1A,

&

Inside Dining

W' g;.;;-~i~

WATCH FOR OUR GRAND OPENING
Yakima and Freeway Interchange

.925-5211

age

PRESENTS

1

FAR FROM VIETNAM

The Directors of Far From Vietnam'
1

FAR FROM VIETNAM is the collaborative effort
of six of France's most distinguished film makers:
Alain Resnais (LA GUERRE EST FINIE, LAST YEAR AT
MARIENBAD, HIROSHIMA, MON AMOUR), Jean-Luc Godard
(LES CARABINIERS, BREATHLESS, LE PETIT SOLDAT),
Joris Ivens (VALPARAISO, THE SPANISH EARTH),
Agnes Varda (LE BONHEUR, LES CREATURES, CLEO
rROM 5 TO 7), Claude Lelouch (A MAN AND A WOMAN,
LIVE FOR LIFE). Chris Marker (THE KOUMIKO
MYSTERY, LE JOLI MAI, LA JETEE) edited the
film from segments turned over to him by the major
contributors and from other borrowed or separately made

~ )'lssociatio'l. of Gi'l.e"l.'!Ytrts
INTERNATIONAL
FILM SERIES

FALL
SCHEDULE

1969-•70

FAR FROM VIETNAM (1967) is a documentary
conceived by its six noted directors as a deliberate

Ellensburg
Yakima

DON'T LOOK BACK
Tuesday
November 4 Hertz Auditorium
Wednesday November 5 Warehouse Theater
Thursday November 6 Hertz Auditorium

Ellensburg
Yakima
Ellensburg

THE PRODUCEBS
Tuesday
November 18 Hertz Auditorium
Wednesday November 19 Warehouse Theater

Ellensburg
Yakima

with Ho Chi Minh and Castro; shots of the Loyalty Day

Ellensburg
Yakima

New York; striking scenes of peasants camouflaged in

WARRBNDALE

Monday
Tuesday

"An important ... beautiful, moving film ....
It is a rare [occasion] when contemporary art has
successfully involved itself with politics ....
The cinema at last has its iGuernica.' "
-Richard Roud, Manchester GUARDIAN

1969-'70

FAR FROM VIETNAM
Tuesday
October 21 Hertz Auditorium
Wednesday October 22 Warehouse Theater

footage. One Ameri~n. the photographer William Klein,
also contributed footage.

FALL
SCHEDULE

November 24 Hertz Auditorium
November 25 Warehouse Theater

piece of propaganda. Its target is American foreign
l policy in Vietnam.
'Made with the help of numerous members of the French
film industry in North and South Vietnam, France,
\the United States, and Cuba, it includes interviews
Parade and the Apri I 15, 1967, Peace March in
a field in North Vietnam; a visit to the family of
Norman Morrison, the Quaker who immolated himself

SHOWN ONCE ONLY
Tuesday October 21

as a protest against the war; and a chilling opening

Hertz Auditori~

sequence (photographed by Claude Lelouch in South

Central Washington State Colleqe
Wednesday Oct. 22 Warehouse Theater
5000 Lincoln Avenue Yakima, Wash.

Vietnam) of bombs being loaded onto planes in
Tonkin Bay in the early morning.
Alain Resnais directs a brilliant monologue-an

ADMISSION
ACA

Members

exhaustive examination of conscience-of a man deciding

. . ... . ....... . $1 whether to translate Herman Kahn's. ON THERMONUCLEAF

Member's
Guests · · · · · · · · · · · · $1
Non-Members
$3
·d· · · · · · · · · · · ·. · ed
Mem b ers w h ose
ues are rece1v
before Wed. Oct. 15 will be admitted free to FAR FROM VIETN.AM
A

.WAR into French. Jean-Luc Godard, in a rare self-portrait,
confesses he was denied a visa to North Vietnam,
and talks about the political role of the film maker . .
Although FAR FROM VIETNAM sees American
involvement in Vietnam as th~ war of a rich and

ACA MEMBERSHIP STILL OP~
I imited number of social mem- powerful nation against a poor and weak one, and

bershi ps are still avai I able to those overtly expresses solidarity with the people and
persons

seriouly

interested

motion

picture

industry.

ship

fees

are

$3

in

the government of North Vietnam, it is also, as Alain

Member- Resnais has said, "a film of question marks, of

PER ACADEMIC questions we ask ourselves as often perhaps as you.

YEAR
and include
an attractive, It's for that reason that we put ther.i on the screen :
plastic
membership
card
that is
readily i dentfiable in the Industry. after all, it is as natural for film makers to speak on
Members

,names

are

embossed on a white canvas as in a cafe."

the card for immediate identiflcati on.
In addition to the screening of 14

DONT LOOK BACK

by O;A. Pennebaker

Pennebaker's famous cinema verite film of Bob Dylan, his poetry, his
personality, and his philosophy, on and off stage during a smash-hit
concert ·tour of England. A searching and intimate portrait of a phenomenal performer,, and a revealing documentary of aspects of I ife in the

1960's.

outstanding
films, the ACA will
sponsor a lecture series during the
spring quarter that will brng a fomous
director and film critic to
Central
Washington.
Many functions, such as· the lecture series,
will be free to ACA members. Memalso receive a monthly
with
interesting
and

"There are scenes between Dylan, Joan Baez, and people in Dylan's working group, bers wi 11
shot in the back of cars and in cluttered hotel rooms, that catch some moving esnews I etter
sence of.being young now. . . Pennebaker seems to have the born filmmaker's
quality of attentiveness, and the repose that allows things to occur before the
camera as richly as they can in life. "
- The New Yorker
"Endlessly fascinating... Dant Look Back is really about fame and how it
menaces art, about the press and how it categorizes, bowdlerizes, sterilizes,
universalizes or conventionalizes an original like Dylan into something it
can dimly understand. "
-Newsweek
"A relentlessly honest, brilliantly edited documentary, permeated with the
troubador-poet's music... 'Tell it like it is,' is the battle cry of the highly probed
and publicized population of sub-25 year olds, and the film does just that."

-Variety
"Dont Look Back is the most effective presentation of the reality of con temporary youth attitudes that I have ever seen: It is also one of the best, if not the
very best, portrait of a performing artist to be shown publicly and it is certainly
a magnificent documentation of the poet-performer Bob Dylan... As film it is
pure art, as a documentary of an artist it is pure poetry; and as a commentary
on our world, well, that's the way it is. "
-Ralph J. Gleason, San Francisco Chronicle

~G--H._.._EA_._..J-SINCE "JHE 400 BLOWS"
11
A
DTHING
"011110 AND LISA".••

No

ftl

: "You are not merely told about the life of children in various stages of emotional
disturbance. you are there! For drama and exemplary filmmaking, 'Warrendale' is
one of the finest of modern documentaries!" - w;mam w.11. cul

worthwhile articles on the motion
picture industry. As an added bonus,
those persons whose due are rece i ved prior to October 1 5, 1969,
will be admitted free to the beautiful and moving film, FAR FR~
VIETNAM.
Mail $3 along with NAME, ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP, PHONE
to:
ASSOCIATION
OF
CINEMA
ARTS 1401 SOUTH 11th AVE, YAKIMA,
WASH.
98902

RUBBER BAND

Directed by PAUL MAGWOOD
After the regular feature, FAR FR9M VIETNAM, a special . screen~ng of
Paul Magwood's RUBBER BAND will be held for those persons interested
In viewing this outstanding student film. Filmed during the summer session at the University of S. California (Depart. of Cinema), RUBBER BAND
Is a stunning surreal confrontation between a service station attedataa
and bearded motorcyclist. Early in the film, which is strikingly reminiscent of Godard's WEEKEND, the cyclst stabs the attendant, and from thiS
point we're engulfed in a nihilistic film-with-in-a-film tha~ explores the
symbolc aspects of the convergence of these two darklvtcomic figures, the
, .
first a fat old fool, the second a loner.
The station attendant, Jimmy Morgana, explains himself as "a limo
man." A limousine driver for a two star general (Bismark) at Fort Riley,
K
d i
W Id W
T
asas, ur ng or
ar wo. In seeking to regain his gloriouspast, with
the flags waving, Morgana attempts to make Shale (the cyclist) his leader, and general. Shale, who explains, "I ride the highways! I tool it~
lonel No chopper is gonna pass me by!", accldently discovers and rea•
Morgana's· diary. Shale reads where Morgana has
equated him with Bismark, the ''limo man's" former
commander.
Out of this emerges a study bombardment of hard,
metallic pop art Images that reveal a dehumanize~,
self-destructive society.Al society where .things are
more important than human relationships.
Phoographed by Dennis Stevens (a Central Wash·
lngton State College student), RUBBER BAND becomes
a fantasy of blood and violence built o round fas~
cars and faster motor cycles. Stevens has an irre1·
presslble and .strikingly visual style that lends Itself
well to director Magwood's tour- de-force. Mag.
wood's Images, often comic and menacing _a t the
same time, are stunning and brllliant1-Kevin Thomas
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.ALL ATIACHE CASES ·
10% OFF
Regular Prices s695 To s37oo
Over 50 Styles To Choose From
PAPERBACKS
Watch Our NeYI Arrival Rack.
NeYI And Interesting Titles Are. Added Regu·larly.

SPECIAU
All Three Dog Night Alburns-$2 98
See Them In Person, Wedne$day, Oct. 15

BRAND NEW
TOP NAME
RECORDS

$1.98-$2.98
Come in and meet our student managers
CHRIS HELD and JOHN SELLAND

WILDCAT· SHOP
-HOURSMon.- Fri.-3-8 pm Sat.-10 am-6 pm
IN THE OLD BOOKSTORE

-------·

___ -------
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Fact Sheet On Viet Nam

Ignorance about the facts behind the Vietnamese War
is one of the major stumbling blocks to ,public mxler.
standing of present Policies in Viet Nam. The follow·
ing article, prepared by Allan Hobbs, central student
recently convicted of resisting the dralt, is intended to
plug the "information gap."
1. Viet Nam is an ancient nation, with its·
own history, culture, customs, and tra.
ditions as a unified country, dating back
as far as 500 B.C.
2. China conquered Viet Nam and held it
captive for 1,000 years but failed in
its attempts to make Viet Nam a part
of the Chinese civilization. The Viet.
namese drove out the Chinese in the
10th Century and remained Vietnamese.
3. By 1893 France had, by force of arms,
made all of what it called Indo-China
-Laos, Cambodia am Viet Nam-a
French colony.
4. During World War II, Viet Nam was
conquered and ruled by the Japanese
through the Vichy French.

5. After world War II, the U.S. aided Ho
Chi Minh, communist-trained, Vietnamese
nationalist leader, in his attempts to
drive out the J~panese am to gain con·
trol of his country.
6. Later, the U.S. came to the aid of
France with $2 billion worth of finan·
cial aid and military supplies-but no
troops in France's attempts to recolo·
nize Viet Nam, thus identifying the US,
in the eyes of both the Communist and
the non-Communist Vietnamese people,
as standing on the side of French colo·
nialism and oppasing their peoples' desire for independence.
7. In 1954 President Eisenhower consider.
ed and then declined to commit U.S.
troops to fight a land war in Viet Nam
beside French forces unless Congress
approved and Great Britain joinecl-both
refused.
8. In 1954, the U .s. publicly agreed that
it would not 'disturb' the Geneva ac-

cords under which there was to be a
cease fire in all of Viet Nam,
That
country was to be temporarily divid.
ed at the 17th parallel until interna~
tionally supervised reunifying elections
could be held in July, 1956.
9. Under the 1954 Geneva Accords, Ho
Chi Minh's regular troops wer<' to regroup north of the 17th parallel, but thP
accords did not require Ho's southern
sympathizers, who, as guerrillas, had
aided him in his war against the French,
to go north or to give up their arms.
10. Even before the Geneva Accords were
agreed to, the U.S . installed a puppet
government in Saigon under a ruler
brought from monastic retirement in the
U.S. • Ngo Dinh Diem • who had sat
out the French-Indo-China war.
11. In 1954, in violation of the Geneva Ac ..
cords, which prohibited both North and
South Viet Nam from entering into mm ..
(cont. on pg. 12, · col. 9)

,_
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A Time To Examine
National Priorities

By MARK MUSICK
During the 1968 campaign, Richard Nixon
promised that he had a "plan" to get us out
of the quagmire of Vietnam, but never tol~
us what it was. Andwestilldon't lmow. · Today
the war still rages and President Nixon has
yet to get us any closer to peace. The open
Forum on October 13, 14, and 15 is our
opportunity to stop, take a look behind the
headlines, and re-evaluate our Position both
in regards to Vietnam and our domestic
crisis.
Despite the camouflage of rePorts on
"secret talks," token withdrawals, am cancellation of draft calls-the fighting and bomb-.
ing in South Vietnam continued ·With no defi·
nite end in sight. Yet Mr. Nixon begins to
. look- and ·sound more am more like Lyndon
- Johnson every day, pleading for patience on
the homefront while hundreds are dying every
week on the battlefields and our nation conti·
nues to decay. Inordertoreachthis impasse,
over 39,000 Americans have been killed,
with a quarter of a million more wound·
ed. At the rate we are going, even if we.
should bring 250,000 American troops home
next year (which now appears highly unlikely)
there will be 280,000 Americans fighting in
Vietnam-many thousands more than the com·
bined Vietcong and North Vietnamese
strength at any stage,
·
- Examination
General Douglas MacArthur warned that
anyone who got the' U.S.A. into a land war

presumption. The nationalist, anti-Com•
munist leaders of the 1966 Buddhist Strug1le
Movement stiil languish i~ Baigon prisons,
aloQfi with thousands of otller political pri~
soners.
Jalllng
Just last March an anti-Communist Buddhist
and 50 followers who advocated a negotiated
'peace or compromise settlement were thrown
into jail, sentenced to 10 years at hard labor.
Also in the la.st year, more than 32 news·
papers have been shut down-many repressed
not for advocating Communism or milltary
defeat, but for simply for suggesting terms
of negotiations- in some instances very close
·
to those presented by President Nixon.
Recently in Saigon, Thieu has started "re.
forms.'' He has selected a new premier
(a general), and enlarged his cabinet (sol·
diers and bureaucrats of the old regime)
but he didn't broaden its base· it remains the
same old clique.
'
··
This puppet government, ruling on borrowed
time and money, is rapidly losing the confi ..
dence of the Vietnamese people. Their army
since the beginning of this year has had ap.
proximately 70,000 desertions, am their coun·
trymen are defecting. "A growing numberof
South Vietnamese," rePorts "The New York
Times'' of July 16, are "departing for other
countries'' at rates that are described as
"incredible."

in Asia ought to have his head examined.
The Vietnam Moratorium will be our oppor.
tunity to begin that examination of how we got
involved in that insane Asian lam war and
how we can get out.
It is now beco milli clear that the 1964
Tonkin Gulf incident, which Johnson used as ·
an excuse for a total committment to the war,
was probably a hoax. Even while .the ·first
waves of American bombers rained destruction over North Vietnam, the Administration
was frantically pleading for verification that
enemy patrol boats had actually attacked our
destroyers, and was getting no definite ans.
wers. In fact, on that stormy night, with
lightning flashing and defective sonar equip.
ment, it is still not certain if enemy boats
were even present! Yet over half a million
. American men were consequently sent to fight
and die in support of a corrupt military regime
in South Vietnam.
As pressures against theSaigongovernment
~n1inue to mount, it has become increasingly
.zaJSeeallve~ Truong Dinh Dzu, the peace can.

dtdate in the 1967 election, made the mistake
of talc~ second place, behind Thieu and Ky.
He ls now in jail, servin!_!ive years for qJ.s

(Cont. To P. 11, Col. 2)
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We'll send you the $1.69 size of Playtext
first-day™ tampons for only 504.
You get more than two months' supply free.
There's no other tampon like
Playtex. Outside, soft and silky,
not cardboardy. Inside, so extra
absorbent, it even protects on
your first day. That's why we
call it the first-day tampon.
In every lab test against the
old cardboardy kind, the

Playtex tampon was always
more absorbent. Actually 45%
more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular
tampon because of the unique
way it's made. Actually adjusts
to you. Flowers out, fluffs out,
protects every inside

inch of you.
Once you try it, we think
you'll love it. That's why we're
making you this special "two ·
months free" offer.
So go ahead. Use the coupon
and get more than two months'
supply free.

BIG J.OHN

. Delivery
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I
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Weed Fort
I.

half naked
wearing jc penny black sneakers
and worn school blue jeans
they crouched
armed with broom handle sp~ars
and willow stick knives
the weed monsters
prepared for war
a wire skeleton
in shape of an igloo
supported the weed matted roof
guney sacks carpeted the floor
a battered bruised ex army canteen
held their water
a no handled black lunch box
missing on catch
guarded their maps
and a supply
of oatmeal cookies
with. rat.sins

r a ]4rson

II.

Low strung, a_thin metallic thread eager.
ly clasped the toe of my boot. The lush thickly
foliaged floor rushed _to greet me. Blackness sud·
denly turned into pulsating florescent fair·
yland pink.
A soft whirr-nothing-then the ground
wheezed and coughed, the souoo of a million an.
gry bees tore the empty stillness, shredding
it swiftly into a Porous sarcophagus.
My body pressed immobile: teeth ground a.
gainst each other, eyes clenched tightly fist·l~ke,
lurigs refused to function, and a flow of sog.
gy warm urine soaked. Dull monotonous thuds
came again and again, again and again.
The pungent burnt Powder caressed my exPQsed
flesh. Steel drops fell to cover as petals on
funeral pyre. Tears streamed and gutted my cheeks
falling harmlessly on fingers of grass
that smoldered. I'M GOING TO DIE! I'M GOING TO DIE!

a

m.
boy that was close
did you see me cream kathy
got her right in the head ·
i got i-ttie in the leg
we got any wounded
ray's been hit with a dirt clod
but it don't hurt
anyone else
i got a scratch
on my stomach
from ·my own knife
they couldn't hurt anybody

IV.
Night abruptly returned to cover and hide
the mannequin.like silhouettes; with it's dark
breath, mine relectently recovered. I
couldn't feel my
legs? My hands
sltppery, warm,
OH GOD! GOD!

legs. Jesus! where were my
groppe4. I felt somethilli
smooth, slick but soft.
MY GUTS! MYGUTS!OH GOD! HELP ••.

V.
as soon as we rest up
we'll attack qain

(Cont. From P. 10, Col. 3)

_Elections
It is obvious that the NLF will never be

so naive as to accept Mr. Nixon's propo~
sal for elections in Vietnam while the Thieu
junta, propped up only by the backing of U.s.A.
arms continues to control the ballot. The
only ~lution is the formation of a new coali•
tion government and a return to the terms
of the 1954 Geneva conventions which had
called for a "free expression of the national
will" in general elections under international
supervision. our government never agreed
to that settlement and helped to sabotage
the elections that had been set for July, 1958,
which,_have led both Vietnam and the U.S.A.. to
our present tragic dHemma.
The greatest casualty of the war, of
course, has been Vietnam itself and the Viet•
namese people. Yet while we continuetopour
20 to 30 billion dollars a year into the des.
truction of Vietnam, we are diverted from cop.
ing with urgent problems at home. We must
make a re.assessment of our national priori·
ties and address ourselves to conditi~ns in
this country that are reaching crisis propor·
.tions: urban decay, racial tensions, violence,
war·inflated economy, malnutrition, educa·
tional lag, and the Pollution of our environ·
ment.
our attempts to exPQrt and imPQse our form
of government around the globe are making
us acutely aware of the decay and inequities
within our own society. Since the failure
of Johnson's "Great Society" program, it is
clear . that we cannot have both guns and but·
ter at the same time, that in order to achieve
social reform there ·must be a re·ordering
of national priorities and goals.

Education
Before we can ever_ hope to make the world
"safe for democracy'' we will have to fulfill
our promises at home. Today the U.S.A..
lags behind 14 other nations in infant mor·
tality rates, and people in 17 other coun.
tries have a longer life expectancy. A.side
from inequities in medical care, our educational system is also failing to provide for
all of our citizens. Millions of Americans
remain illiterate, and many that do go to
school are being cheated of an adequate
education (in New York City, for example,
47 per cent of sixth graders cannot read
above a third grade level.) The gap between
the rich and the poor is awesome. In some
areas education appropriations average $300
per lX!Pil, while in wealthy suburbs the ap.
- propriations range from $1,100 to $1,200
per pupil.
Despite the ominous warnings of the popu.
lation explosion, we are failing to cope with
the threat of the "Malthusian time bomb.''
With the present world's Population of 3.5
billion expected to double in 30 years, the war
against hunger should be taking precedence
over wars against alien ideologies. If we begin
now, it w111 be much simpler to feed the
starving ·peoples of the world than to fight
them. In the U.S. alone the President has
said that we should build a new city of 2 50, 000
each month to accomoda.te the 100 millionnew
citizens by the year 2000 AD.

Priorities
Needs
These needs are not being met, yet we are
confronted by a military establishment that
consumes 80 billion vitally needed dollars a
year. There are now over a millionU.S. sol·
diers stationed on 429 major bases in 30
countries around the globe, not including
Vietnam.
With the ever expanding arni~
race, the waste is astronomical. Thef.ormer
secretary of the Air Force, Stuart Symington,
has estimated that this country's "total in·
vestment in what are now acknowledged to
be unworkable or obsolete missiles" amounts
to "over $23 billion." Despite ardent oppo.
sition in the Congress, the arms spiral is
due to continue with the building of the ABM.
Debate too has centered on the seemingly
unquenchable military.industrial complex that
has a strangle-hold on our economy. Senator
Jackson's pet, Boeing, derives one third of
its income from the government, while Gen·
eral Dynamics and Lockheed exist solely
through their dependence on the Pentagon.
With 85 per cent of their income from
government orders, Jhey can survive only
through a continuation of the arms race, a
race that is taking on even more gruesome
aspects.
In 1942 Franklin Roosevelt said that chemi·
cal and biological weapons have ''been out·
lawed by the general opinion of - civilized
mankind." The U.S.A. in fact, initiated the
movement to ban gas warfare way back in
1925 at the Geneva convention-but then never
signed the pact. America led the world -to
it, and then forgot about it. The U.S.S.R.
signed in 1928, China in 1929, and it now
has 62 adherents, but not the U.S.A.
Money
The disparity between military spending and
domestic needs is immense. The total cost
of chemical and biological warfare research
alone exceeds $6 50 million a year-nearly
four times more than the government spends
on cancer research. We also continue to
spend $4 billion a year on the space race,
while only $1.3 billion is spent to cure the
blight in our cities. President Nixon seems
to take the stand that if you don't believe
in the Pentagon you don't believe in America.
On the contrary, thousands of young people
who will be taking part in the Vietnam Mora.
torium believe in the promise of America,
but everywhere see that promise being des·
troyed by senseless militarism.
While Vietnam is oot the root cause of all
of our problems, it has aggravated many of
them. Without an end to the war we cannot
begin t6 commit ourselves to the re-building
of American society. The war has drained
our country of its young blood, its wealth,
and its national spirit. The only acceptable
alternative to the continued destruction of
lives In Asia and of hope in America is a
total withdrawal of u. s. for(!es from Viet·
nam.
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Fact Sheet On Vi-etnam

(Cont. from Page 9)

tary alliances, the U.s. formed the South·
east Asia Treaty Organization and unila teraly extended military "protection"
to South Viet Nam without the latter's
advice or consent.
12. In 1954, President Eisenhower offered
to send economic aid to Diem provid·
ed Diem would undertake ''needed reforms", which Diem never accomplish·
ed.
Military aid was neither offered
nor promised to South Viet Nam. · In·
deed, one letter to Diemfrom Eisenhower
specific:ally excluded military aid.
13. A.most immediately after the Geneva
Accords were "taken note of'~ the U.s.
began to violate the provisions of the
Accords prohibiting the introduction of
new arms or troops into North or South
Viet Nam by sending ever increasing
amounts of weapons am members of its
armed forces to South Viet Nam.
14. In 1956, Diem-with the urging and ap.
proval of the U.S.-refused to hold the
promised reunifying elections despite Ho
Chi Minh' s repeated requests that such
elections be held. Ho's frequent ap.
peals to the U.S., the Soviet Union, and
Great Britain, for the enforcement of
the provisions of the Geneva A.cco:t;"dS
requiring such elections were not sup.
ported·.

15. Diem became increasingly repressive
of all who disagreed with his policies.
The officials of his government and those
who had an "in" with that government
became increasingly corrupt. Thousands
of South Vietnamese were imprisoned
for opposing ·Diem's policies. Finally,
in 1958·59, the people of South Viet Nam
began to revolt.
16. Diem's "justification" for not holding
elections was that the tyranny of Ho
would militate against the holding of fair
elections. Ho could not possibly have
b~en more oppresive than Diem, although
he was admittedly more efficient.
17. The National Liberation Front was form·
ed in South Viet Nam by those who had
fought with Ho Chi Minh against the
French.
They subsequently issued a
call for aid from North Viet .Nam. Ini·
tially, those who responded from North
Viet Nam were mostly southerners from
Ho's regular army who had gone north
in accordance with the provisions of the
Geneva Accords to await the reunifying
elections. · It was these whom the u.s.
labled "infiltrators from the North".
18. "Infiltrators'' and, eventually supplies,
started moving south after Diem had re·
fused to hold the elections in 1956, and
after he had . removed the traditionally
elected village officia.ls and replaced
them with appointees who carried out the
wishes of his corrupt and oppressive
government, and after the U.S. sent in
troops, guns, planes, and after the U.s.
had built bases.

-He

loves,

you.

These same "village officials" were the
ones whose murders have been given so
much attention in the papers. Most Vil·
lagers looked upon these particular deeds
with favor. The teachers murdered by
the Viet Cong are possibly another matter.
19. By its installation of Diem and their
joint reneging on the promise to hold
elections, the U.S. had played a large
pa.rt in precipitating the ensuing civil
war in South Vietnam. The U.S. then
injected huge quantities of arms, large
sums of money, and increased its' mili·
tary forces there to 16;5oO by the end
of 1963 and 23,000 by the end of 1964.
20. President Kennedy did not make any committment to Diem that he would. send
U.S. troops to fight til South Vietnam.
Even though President Kennedy did build
up the number of u .s. "advisors" there
to 16,500, he maintained up to his death
that "they have to win it-th.e people
of Viet Nam," It was their war4
21. The Tonkin Gulf incident in August 1964
was used to rush through the Congress
a broadly phrased resolution, drafted
in the White House, giving th~ Presi·
dent wide pawers to take action in South.
east Asia, including the use of U.S.
armed forces,
However, U.S. military involvement in
Vietnam violates: (a) The constitution of
the U.S., which authorizes only the Con·
gress to declare war; (b) the Geneva
Accords, which the U.S. agreed it would
not disturb; (c) the SEATO Treaty, un.
der which the U.S. agreed to consult
with its allies and to act in accordan<:e
with its constitutional processes (it has
done nether); (d) the Charter of the Unit·

Life is beautiful ... and suddenly
you find yourself staring at a
lot of big decisions which were
only part of yesterdays daydreams.
We can help with one of the big
ones ... your diamond engagement
ring. In our ArtCarved
showcase, we have a breathtaking assortment of
diamond rings, in
a wide range of
styles and diamond
sizes. Look them
over. See how they
look on your finger.
One of them will seem to say "I love you."

A- DESERT-FLOWER,
from $90. to $600.
B-GOLDEN·
SPLENDOR,
from $225.
to $1450.
Matching circlet
$22.50

And the unusual ArtCarved PVPSM Permanent Value
Plan which backs every ring says more. It assur~ you of
the permanent worth of your diamond, by permitting you
to trade it in, at the full current retail price, at any time
in the future on a more expensive ArtCarved diamond.*
See? We really can help.

ed Nations, whcih calls upan all mem.
bers to refrain from the use of force and 1
to seek a variety of peaceful means to
settle disputes, none of which the U.S.
has used until the present negotiations.
Treaties, by the way, are the supreme
law er the land. The United States has
repeatedly refused offers for negotiation
and mediation up until just before the
1968 presidential el~ctions. Many of the
offers for discussions and negotiations
came from Hanoi, others were pasitive
replies to our inquiries.
our national word and honor has not been
pledged in Vietnam in SUPIX>rt of an inde.
pement South v·ietnamese government.
All pledges of the sort which have been
made were given illegally by the Presi•
dent, unbidden by the people or Con•
gress. Indeed, except for the Tonkin
Resolution, all formal and official com•
mittments have been in the opposite di·
rection. In view of our treaties and con•
stitution, the Gplf of Tonkin Resolution
is probably irrelevant and superceded by
higher action in any case.
22. During the 1964 Presidential election,
President Johnson repeatedly promised
the American people that U.S. boys would
not be sent to f,ight a land war in South
Vietnam.
23. At the time of the Pleiku incident on Feb.
ruary 7, 1965-after which the U.S. began
· to systematically borr.11 North VietNamthere were fewer than 400 North Viet.
namese regular troops in all of South
Vietnam - as compared.to 23,000 Ameri·
can troops.
24. While the Pleiku incident was given as
the reason for beginning large scale bomb·
ings of North Vietnam, President Johnson
is reported .to have told an aide, who was
urging him to bomb the North several
months before Pleiku, that "We would
have to wait for the proper time." The
implication is that the decision to bomb
the North was made during the campaign,
but that a proper excuse was needed for
propaganda purpases to the American
people.
25. The cost of the Vietnam war to the U .s.,
as of November, 1967, was about $3
billion a month, resulting in drastic cuts
in much needed domestic programs.
26. All key posts in the Saigon government
except one are held by people from North
Vietnam, but 63 of the 64 members of
the Central Committee of the National Li·
beration Front are from the South. The
64th has spent most of his life in the
South.
27. Well over 37,000 Americans have lost
their lives in Vietnam.
28. Although there have been troop withdra.
wals, it was estimated that 100,000 men
could have been withdrawn at the time of
the highest troop levels (540,000)-with·
out decreasing combat effectiveness.
29. The Vietnam War was made possible by
the ability of the President to conscript
and commit troops with neither the advice
nor the consent of the people or the Con·
gress. Without conscription, it is un.
likely that the President could involve the
pation in war without a prior commit.
ment by the people.
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The finishing touch is an
appropriate card selected at
The

CROWN Shoppe ';
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!! FROM SAN FRANCISCO:

AFRAID OF THE WATER?-Anguished Frosh again "M!re tormented by strained mus·
cles, forever pulling and resisting the other team. Victory brings glory for the dorm;
Photo by Bob Gauvreau
defeat, humiliation tor the individuals.

Student Workers' Union
Arbitrate Disput~
The approximately 3 50 stu.
dents employed by the college
may not know it but there is a
student workers' union on cam.
_ pus to assist them with any labor
disputes that may arise with
their employers.
The Student Workers' Union
Committee was established last
May by Richard Lehman, off.
campus
senior J and Frank
Morris, SGA. l~lslator.

fice for any complaints that
student workers might have. He
said that the SGA. office is the
proper place to initiate any com.
plaints.
The Students Workers' Union
Committee was born last sprill&'
and was created to alleviate what
Lehman called "gross viola.
tions of fair labor practices •..
inflicted on the student workers
of Central."

Its purpose is to iron out
disputes between student work.
er.s and the administration. The
union committee is a direct
result of measures taken by
SGA. to bring any violations to
the administration's attention.
Lehman, currently serving as
the chairman, explained that
there is a box in the SGA. of.

Demands last spring centered
on two main issues: the lack
of precise job descriptions and
inadequate clarification of dis.
missal procedures. Lehman ex.
plained that students were hired
without knowing the exact dut.
ies of the position they were
accepting and they could be
fired without any guidelines im.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS .

DON JONES INSURANCE
Licensed Insurance Broker .
310 N. Pine - 925-3121

ART STUDENTS
· See Us For All Your Needs
• Liquitex
• Fibreglass
· • Dippity-Glas
CELANESE FORTREL makes the difference
in these lean line, uncommon slacks that never need
pressing. In a wide ch.o ice of colorfully correct
patterns. In fabrics of Fortrel polyester and cotton.
For your nearby store write Don Dur'. ~an,
Box 2468, South San Francisco, Calif. 94080.

ACTUS CASUALS®
Fo rtrel" is a trademark of Fiber Industries, Inc .

We Custom Color Spray Paint .

DUN FORD'S
COLOR CENTER
205 N. Main

962-2551

posed upon the employer.
When the demands were pre.
sented to Wendall Hill, director
of ~ ..ixiliary services, he con.
curred with the need for estab·
lishing such a student service.
All workers are now protect.
ed by the committee, according
to Lehman. He explained that
the main inspiration for expU.
cit job descriptions came f'"'>m
the food service department,
which operates under a very
detailed workers' manual pre.
pared by Food Services Director, Russell Cleveland.
· Formal membership and dues
have no place in the union.
Rather, Lehman explained, it
is a service provided for all
student workers because they
are students, and any costs
involved will be provided by
SGA..
Although
the administration has complied with requests
for job descriptions and dis.
missal procedures, Lehman
stressed that the job of the
worker's committee is not ren.
dered obsolete.
,
Demands that have been met
were general demands having to
do with over.all employer-em.
ployee relationships and Lehman said that student-workers
may have individual complaints
with which the union can a~
sist.

Make Goodyear
Your SNOWTIRE
Headquarters

• ·New
• Used

..• Retreads

c(.l
LOVERING
TIRE COMPANY

2nd & Peari

•- -

L -

962~9823

. i.·,,

••
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Roo"m Waivers Offer Needy
Students Financial Aid
must be of exceptional financial
In an attempt to offer an additional avenue at aid for those • need to qualify for the waiver
and that the number at waivers
students vmo may not be able to
allowed will be limited. The
continue their education because
need will be determined on an
of financial reasons, Central
individual basis by the Financial
will allow very needy students
to waive their room payment Aid Office in the same manner as other aid is governed.
beginning Winter Quarter.
Liboky pointed out that a stu·
Students pay about $330 a year
dent receiving a room payment
tor a residence hall room. Jolm
waiver could receive additional
L1boky, director of financial
financial
aid.
aid, emph~~dzed that a student

Men's Dorms·
Set Hours
The men of Central began fall
quarter this year by leading
the scramble for visitation
hours.
Kennedy, Muzzall, Sparks,
Beck, Quigley, and North were
the first to take advantage of
the new visitation policy which
this quarter.
Kennedy, with the most variation in it's hours, has visita.
tion hours from 12-8 p.m. Sun .•
Thurs.; 12 p.m.-3 a.m., Fri.;
7 p.m .•3a.m., Sat.; and 12 p.m ••
3 a.m. before holidays.
_MuzzaUs· visitation hours are
12 p.m. to 3 a.m., Mon.-Fri.;
and 9 a.m .• 3 a.m. Sat. and
Sun.
Spark's visitation hours are

1 p.m.-11 a.m., Sun.•Thurs. ;and
1 p.m.-3 a.m. Fri. and Sat.
Beck's visitation hours are
from 12 a.m.•11 p.m. Mon ••
Thurs., 12 p.m.-3 a.m. Fri.,
2 p.m.·3 a.m. Sat., and 2·10
p. m. Sun. Beck's head resi•
dent, Steve Rhul said, "Thenew
visitation hours are workingout
great. It's never been quiet.
er.''
Qu~ley has vfsitation hours
from 11 a.m.-11 p.m. Sun.•
Thurs., and 10-3 a.m. Fri. and
Sat.
Last and certainly not least,
North's visitation hours are 11
a.m.-11 p.m., sun.·Thurs.; and
12 p.m.·2 a.m. Fri. and sat.

The waiver will be available
to single students or married
students not living with their
f amlly or spouse. Only full
time undergraduate students
will be considered., The room
waiver will be awarded for one
quarter at a time, and the stu•
dent's financial situation will be
evaluated each quarter. .
Jim Holllster, director ot.
housing at Central, will deter..
mine the availability of houSn
ing for room waiver applicants ..
Holllster noted there are usual·
ly some vacant rooms available..
But he emphasized that in no
case will the number of stu•
dents given a room payment
waiver be of sufficient number
to necessitate an increase of
room costs to other students.
The Director of Financial Aid
and the Director of Housing
will jointly consider each re•
quest for a waiver ot room pay.
ment.
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ROOM WAIVER-This room in Muzzall will probably be
occupied Winter Quarter by a needy student. Under the new
room waiver policy, free room and board will be given to
limited number of students who are in financial need.

When you know
it's for keeps
All your sharing, all your
special memories have
grown into a preciou s and
enduring love. Happily, these
cherished moments will be
forever symbolized by your
diamond engagement ring.
If the name, Keepsake is in
the ring and on the tag, you
are assured of fine qu ality
and lasting satisfact ion. The
er:igagement diamo nd is
flawless, of superb co lor, and
precise modern cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a
choice selection of m_
any
lovely styles . He's listed in
the yellow pages under
"Jewelers."

°LT--...
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k

~
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RINGS

Ri ngs enlo· :;; .... j
to show de 1a.I
Fr o m $1 00 to $ I 0 000
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HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Ple a se sen d new 20 p ag e booklet , ' ' H o w To Pl.:i n Yo ur Engage ment a nd Wedd in g "
a nd new 12 pa g e, full color fold er, b o th fo r o nly 25c . Also, how can I o bta in
the b ea ut i f ul 44 p ag e Br ide's Kee ps a ke Boo k at half pr 1ce7
f-69
Na me

1
1

I
I
I
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Homecoming.Hosts Paulsen
A special feature of Homecoming weekend will be Pat
Paulsen, and Kenny Rogers and
the ·First Edition. They will be 1
appearing In Nicholson Pavmon.
on Oct. 24 ai 8 p.m. for a
two hour performance.
Paulsen has taken t'M> months
to tour colleges around the Unit·
ed States. He will be using ori·
glnal material in his hour long
comedy routine at Central.
Paulsen became nationally
known during the 1968 elections
when he entered the race for
President of the United States.
It was during this time that he
recorded his album "Pat Paulsen for President/'
Since losing the election, Paul·
sen has been trying to impress
the people of the United States
with the importance of keeping

physically fit. ms first attempt
was to try rowing across Lake
Michigan, and, secondly, he
climbed -h alf way up the highest
paint in Kansas.
The second part of the show
will star Kenny Rogers and the
First Edition. The First Edi·
tion made a hit wit.h '~Ruby,
Don't Take Your Love to Town.''
Their latest recording is "Ru•
ben James/' They have been
appearing with Paulsen in his
tour.

1

Neil Diamond was s\ipposed to ·
appear on Central's campus dur·
Ing the Homecomirig activities
but found this to be an isolated
date.
Tickets to the show will be
sold for $2 and $3 beginning
Monday, Oct. 20, at the SUB
ticket booth.
•

Expert Styling,
Cutting, Shaping
. Today's male wants to
look good all the time.
Our custom hair styling
gets the right results.

The· Jloffler
SCulptur-Kut

Technique
Appointments

••

925-5141

Licari's Barber Shop

Ma rij ua na, LSD, Topi cs
At Drug Information Day
If you're going to take LSD,
you should make it yourself.
That was the opinion express.
ed • by Ed Mackie, assistant,
state attorney general, at Cen•
traPs Drug Information Day,

Oct 2

Mackie stated that he did not
believe that more than one or
two people in Washington had
ever had LSD.
He explained that most people
who think they have had LSD
are really ref erring to a "bathtub gin variety with impur.ities."
He said that if a person was
determined to try LSD, it is
safer for the person to make
and test it himself than to buy
it.

When questioned about recent
tests coooucted by . the Department of Motor Vehicles which
made preliminary conclusions
that driving under the influence
of marijuana was safer than
driving uooer the influence of
alcohol, Mackie refuted the
study.
He said that the particular
study, coooucted by Al Crancer, could carry no weight be..
cause there were no control
groups used and persons given
marijuana were regular users,
rather
than
comprising a
random sampling of the general population.
Mackie explained the new law
changing possession of mart.
juana from a felony to a mis.

demeaoor and said that the re.
cent controversy over the nature
of the drug prompted the revi•
sion of the statutes.
Mackie said with the old penaJ.
ties of 5·20 years there were
relatively few convictions. The
new law, according to Macki(},

The theme for Homecoming,
"Look to Tomorrow" was ~
nounced today by Jim Hardy,
Elwood junior and Hoinecom.
ing chairman.
Among the featured events for
the annual Homecoming weekend
are the coronation Thursday
evening, the homecoming game
Saturday afternoon and the semi.
formal Homecoming dance on
Saturday evening. Pat Paulsen
will be the featured entertainment on Friday night.
Each year the various dorms
compete to have the best sign
portraying the Homecoming
theme. A scavenger hunt for
sign material will be held dur.
i~ the weekend of Oct. 10.
_ The dorm occupants will then .
have two weeks to JXlt their
imaginations and hands to work
as the finishing touches must

At

THE RANCH

As seen in .M crALL'S

eJhip~hore'

Sunday Jam Sessions

Pleat sleeve
dramacrepe
- luxury ..

No Cover Charge...;.Dancins.~ .
Jam With The People
Downstairs.··
Apple Andy-Dionysus

$10.

~ Mile East on Hwy. 7 .:,

For Autumn "Chill" Wear

Sumptuous "Limited Edition" shirt with
great-pleated sleeves, hiboy collar, lovely-to-hand
sandcrepe, 80% Dacron ~ polyester, 20% cotton.
28to38;

5th
And
~ Ruby

[,

be added before 8 :30 Sat. a.In.,
Oct. 24. Judging for best signs
will be from 9·11' a.m. and
4:30·6 :30 p.m. Sat.
Elwood Manor took first place
last year with their sign "The
Old Lady in the Shoe".
Lists .· have been distributed
to the various dorms naming
the Ellensburg merchants from
whom sign material can be pur•
chased at discount prices. Lum•
ber, cardboard and paint will
be the materials most in de.
mand.
campaigning for Homecom~
Queen will take place Oct. 13·
20. \ oting for the iooividual
dorms' candidates will be held
on Mon. Oct. 20. All campus
will vote on TUesday and Wed.
nesday and coronation will be
Thursday evening, Oct. ~3. Ac.
cording to Hardy, qualifications
for Homecoming Queen candi ..
da~es are·:
1. must be a sophomore
with 45 credits
2. must maintain a 2.25 .
GPA and
3. must have two quarters
residence at Central
The Homecoming coronation
will be held Thurs. 8 :30 p.m.
A.t this time, Valerie Chung,
the 1968 Homecoming Queen will
relinquish her crown to the new
Miss Homecoming. The newly
crowned queen will .then begin
her reign for the 1969·70 school
year.
Immediately fpllowing the
coronation the Homecominif estivities will continue with a ser.
pentine pep rally up to the foot.
ball field. The rally will be in
enthusiastic support of the game
on Saturday ~ternoon with Eas.
tern. The game will start at
1:30 p.m.
The bigiest entertainment for
Homecoming weekeoo will be
Friday night when Pat Paulsen
comes to Central.
Paulsen
made frequent appearances on
the Smothers Brothers' tele.
vision show and an unsucess.
ful bid for president in the
1968 presidential campaign.
Two rock dances will be held
following Paulsen's appearance.
"The Bards" am the "Suprise
Package" will play in Holmes
and Commons Dining Halls 1re.
spectively1until 1 a.m.
The annual Homecoming dance
will be held, traditionally, the
evening after our game. A. 10.
piece band, "The Northern Light
1
Review" will provide the music
for dancing at Holmes from 9
p.m.•l a.m.
This semi·formal, annual
event will give the girls an ex.
cuse to curl their hair and the
guys a chance to kick their blue
jeans under the bed for an even.
ing.

p~;kt

·Free :

Mackie believes the law is one
means of scaring off the "cur•
iousity seekers."

C-antral Homecoming
''Looks To Tomorrow"
.For Annual Festivities

Starting October 12

103 E. 4th

theoretically will result in more
convictions - even though the
penalty (6 mos. on the first
offense) is lower.

:925-9737 (

MARGARET'S -

The Plaza

Tickets will be sold in the
SUB or may be purchased at
the door.
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EvCo League Football Standings
·cENTRAl

1
EASTERN
1
WESTERN
0
WHITWORTH 0

0

0
1
1

L3:St Weekend's Results
·central
Eastern

15
Whitworth
14 Western

3
7

Gridmen Stampede
Whitworth Pirates
Central's Wildcats; in their
.first ho.me and conference game
of the season, whipped the Whit·
worth Pirates last weekend,
15-.3.
The . Pirates led 3-0 at half·
time, but the Wildcats bOunced
back in the second half for one
touchdown, hvo field goals and
a safety to win it all.
Bob Franklin got things roll·
ing for Central early in the
third quarter after Steve Hert•
ling made his first of two Im•
portant interceptions of the day.
On a pitch from quarterback
Harvey Kochel, Franklin ran
around the right end for 29 yds.
and the touchdown. Steve Dally
kicked the extra point and Central took over the lead 7-30 l
Kochel ·then led a long drive
from the Central 36 to the Whitworth 23 where Dally kicked his
first field goal, making the score
10-3 at the end of the third quarter.
After another drive from the
Central 20 to the Whitworth 18,
Daily was called in on a fourth
down situation to .attempt afield
goal. His first try was otf to
the side, but a penalty against
Whitworth for roudling the
place-holder cost the Pirates 9
yds. The second try by Dally
was good for three more points.
Hertling, late in the game,
made his second interception
and ran it back 35 yds. to the

Intramural,

Action
Men's intramurals are start.
ing off at a fast pace this year
with a large list of activities.
Among them are the golf tour.
nament coming up Oct. 14. En·
try for ms and tee off times for
the first round are available
in room 108 in, the pavillion.
Green fees are $2. The play.
ing dates are Oct. 20-23. These
games consist of nine holes. The
inspiring medaiist and flight trophies will be awarded to the
winners.
Another tournament is in hand·
ball doubles. Sign up t egins
Oct, 9.
M~n's intramural football got
underway on Oct. 6.

·Whitv.t>rth 20.
Dally's_. field
goal attempt on the fourth down
was blocked. Whthvorth then.
took over, but on the first play
Tom Ingles, Whlt'WOrth quarter•
back, was dumped in the en,d zone
for a Central safety, compll.
ments of Tom Bate 1 Bob Hasson and Doug Mahal wl.
Final Team statistics
Whitworth Central
First Downs Rushing 3
8
First Downs Passing 3 6
Net yds. Gained Rushing 56 196
Net yds. Gained Passing 53 80
Total Offensive Yardage 119 276
Ptmting, Average yds. 43.6 29
Central Individual statistics
Rushinv
Franklin
82
Stanley
38
Kochel
29
Passing
.·Kochel 26-7-1, Net 80
Pass Receiving
Smith
24
Craig
18
Knapman
16

Wildcats Meet Western Vikings

Tomorrow the Wildcats will
meet the b~red Western Vik~
ings tor their second conference win in as many · outings.
The Vikings, vAio haven'tbeaten
the 'Cats in yearst have Jost
all their games thus rar th1S
season. Against them last week·
end, the Eastern Savages emerged victorious, 14-7.
Fred Emerson, · Viking head
coach, is fielding 30 returning
lettermen this season and his
entire ottensive and defensive
backfields are back intact. He
wasn't as fortunate in the of·
tensive line however 1 where five
Muzzall Rood Rally
of last year's starting linemen
have been lost through gradua..
The Muzzall Road Rally set for
tion. The Vikings finished 5ecSaturday has been cancelled.
-ond in conference total offense
last season, largely blcause of
their signal caller's success.
He is back this year.
·
Quarterback Glenn Hadland
heads the offensive backfield reAgainst Cal Poly,
All student working on campus turnees.
must have a W·4 Witholding Hadland completed 12 of 28
Exemption Certificate on file passes for 128 yds. End, Gary
in the Payroll Office prior to Aagaard, caught eight of these
Oct. 15 in order to be paid for aerials for 105 yds. Hadland.
any work done thru Oct. 15. a 6-', 185 po\Dld sophomore , fl·
Anyone who doesn't have one nished second in conference towill not be pa.id until the end tal offense last year with 966
yds. He was also third in con·
of Nov.
fere~ce passing and scoring.

Lea@lg the line returnees is
250 po\Dld tackle, Butts Giraud,
a two-time All-Evergreen Conference and NAIA District I
selection. 'the Vancouver, B.c.,
, senior was also an honorable
' mention choice to the 1968 NAIA
All-America team.
Next to Giraud will be Mick
Spane, a 245 po\Dld sophomore
who was an honorable mention
NAIA District selection.
Heading the list ot offensive
backs is Rob LOnborg, the 5'8",
170 paund junior ~o last year
was fifth among EVCo pas~ re-

FRESH
&9.AD~

A

cievers, grabbing 28 f-or 254
yds. He was also sixth in conference rushing.
Central's Bob Franklin picked up this years first "Back of

the Week'' award in the ever.
green conference. Franklin, a.
193 pound junior from SP.::.tt1P
ripped .for 82 yds. in 14 car.
ries, last weekend against Whit·
worth.
In gridiron action this year,
Central leads the EvCo in total
offense and totai defense.

Now! From Mutual of Omaha I

H~spital

protection that
pays bigger benefits · ·
to help meet rising costs!

LOffida1 Notices::J

PAYS UP TO $350.00 A WEEK
Tax-free cash directly to you when hospitalized

Pays up to $725.00 Maternity Benefits

today at a cost well within
your budget.
Pays up to $15,000.00 In- This 1s hospital protection
hospital Expenses other than from Mutual of Omaha, the
company that pays and pays
Room and Board
p~omptly. The Company that
Pays up to $5,000.00 Doc- gives you more for your
tor Call and Home Care money in dependable, lowBenefits
cost insurance protection.
Yes, now you can offer your. For: complete details on this
entire family the really big outstanding plan, call or write
hospital benefits they need us today!
Rl PRESENT ING

MILK

Lloya C. Stovall
James D. Kinney
418 Larson Bldg.
Yakima-CH 8-6~00

MutuillC\
efOmilhil
"\LI
Jhp (
:omp11nq lh111 pt11J'>

Life lnsur.ince Affili.ite: United of Om.iha
Ml.JIUA.l Of OMA.HA l,.,~UlA~<.l (UMPA"''f
HOMt OlflCf OMAHA NtllA'lk4

r;----------:--------------- -

Y2 Gal.

EvCo Expansion
The Evergreen Conference
League is going to expand. In
September 1970, Southern ore&".)n will join in league battle
with the four teams of the Conf erence (including Central).
This will include all intercol.
legiate sports.

Halfback Steve Hertling above, ends a 35 yd. jaunt down the field after intercepting his second
Whitworth pass of last weekend's game.
Photo by Bob Gauvreau

1
1 ·Lloyd C. Stovall-James D. Kinney

1

1

• ·
418 Larson Bldg.-Yakimo, Wash. ·989.Ql

I Rush tne information on Mutual of Omaha's "New Hospital Plan."

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 4 p.m.-7 p.m.

Wl'.NEGA_R 'S DAIRY
Just 6 Block West Of Nicholson Pavilion

419

w.

15th

. 925-1821

-,
:
I

I No obligation.
:

Name-------------------·~

I Address-------------------.--: CitY--------------------~ State

ZIP _ _ _ __ I
--'

------------------------
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CoRec Opens
To Stude"ts ,

\

LET CRIER CLASSIFIEDS
WORK FOR YOU.

JUST

25c PER LINE. 963-1026.

Feeling tired and fed up with
studies? Looking for a way
to , spend your leisure time on
weeknights and weekends? Give
campus RecreaUona try.
Co-recreation is designed to
fill up the leisure time of the
campus student. It offers a
wide variety of sports and actie
vities for students at no cost.
All they need are an SGA. card.
By using gym facilities stu.
dents can partake in such activities as swimming, archery,
badminton, basketball, handball,
volleyball, gymnastics, and the
trampoline. The student must
supply his own towel and other
needs. The hours for co.recreation are 7.9 p.m. on week,.
nights; 9·12 a.m. on Sat.; 1-4
p.m. on Sun.
Along with these activities
will be a future billiards and
table tennis area located in the
SUB. A 75 cent charge with
an SGA. card is needed to play
billiards. Only an SGA. card
is required for table tennis.
More developments planned
are a driving range aoo a mi.
niature golf course. An out.
door activities' area, consist•
ing of basketball, horseshoes,
etc., is planned for the Student
Village area. Hopefully a st~
dent union satellite will be built
in tht-> north campus area.

·FIDELl1T UNION QFl
INSURANCE CO.
·cowGEMASta.
Guaranteed by a top ·c om
. pany

-

tNo war clause .
.

Exclusive b9nefits ~t special rates
-Premium deposits deferred
\inti I vou are out of school'

Ken Mauch
J. W. "Bill" Rolcik
College Master
Representatives
504 f. 8th

962-9292

Being dumped at the line of scrimmage above, is senior quarterback Harvey Kochel who pi.
loted the Wil~cats to a 15-3 slaughter over Whitworth.
Photo by Bob Gauvreau

MUSIC LOVERS
The Finest Sound Reproduction

J.V.C. NIVICO
Modular ~omponent Systems
AM-FM Stereo With Changes
On_
ly

1

149'5

Everything For The Music Maiors
Auth~ri.z:ed

SONY

Dealer

Wildcats Place First
At Invitational· Meet
Central staged a well·balanced
attack which provided a first
place finish in Saturday's Eastern Washington Cross Country
Invitational Meet, held at Li..
berty Lake in Spokane.
The Wildcats, led by Sam Ring,
- placed five runners within the
top 10 places for a team score
of 38 points. Finishing behind
Central were Whitworth with 6 5
points; Western with 69; Eastern.
73; Whitman ~106: and Gonzaga
with 194.

Scoring
for Central were
Ring, fourth place; Darrell Han·
berg, seventh; Terry Kelly,
eighth; ninth went to Dale Shea,
and Steve Camp captured tenth.

McCuLLOUGH Music '
114 E. 3rd - 925-2671
CLIP & SAVE
SANDWICHES

REG.:

Hamburger
....... ... 55c ·
........ 60c
Cheeseburger
Great Western .... ... 60c
HOBO
............. . 7x
Bor B Q ........... 65c
Cube Steak .......... 80c
Hot Dog ............ 45c
Ham
............... 65c
Add 1 Oc more to the aboYe
prices
for
Deluxe sandwiches.
Burger ... ·... 55c
Spanish
Dagwood . . . . . . . . . . . . 8()c
Fishwich
............ 60c
Grilled
Cheese ...... 45c

t

DINNERS·
Chicken
Prawns
Fish &

.......... $1.40
........... $1 .25 ·
Chips ........ Sek:

FOUNTAIN :
. Soft

Ori nks .. 15c-25c-30c
Shakes
......... 40c-5Ck:
Malts
.......... 45c-55c
Sodas & Floats .. 40c-5Ck:
............ 4Ck:
Sundaes
Hot
Fudge . . . . . ..... 45c
Ice Cream, Pt. 35c Qt. 65c
Pronto Pup . . . . . ..... 35c
..... . ......... 4Ck:
Taco
French
Fries .. ..... .. 35c
Onion
Rings ........ 4Ck:

The Wildcats now turn their
attentions to next Saturday's
Coupeville Invitational on Whid.
bey Island. Central will com.
pete against such powers as the
University of Washington, Seat.
tle Pacific, and Portland State.
Last year Sam Ring set a new
record for the five.mile course
in leading Central to an upset
victory over the University of
Washington. The Huskies are
again favorites this year.
Head coach Art Hutton is op.
timistic about the Coupeville
meet, and stated that although
he was surprised with last
week's
impressive perfor.
mance, he added that he is ex.
tremely pleased that the team is
doing so well.
Elsewhere in the EvCo this
Saturday, Eastern travels tothe
Idaho Invitational, Western bat.
tles Linfield and PLU at Tacoma, and Whitworth enter.
tains WSU and UCLA. in Spo.
kane.

SAM RING
. Tops for Central.

·

· Home of the Campus Burger 1
Deluxe Cheeseburger With
Bacon and French Fries

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
We're ready to provide "you" with quality food
w~h fast, courteous service.
HOME & DORM DELIVERY-6 pm-11:30 pm
10% delivery charge up to $5.00 order
5% delivery charge over $5.00 order
You pay for delivery, but you get your food in a hurry.

925-1600

Whitworth's Bob Isitt turned
in the top time of the day,
finishing the 3.8 mile course
in 19.05.

I ROSSOW'S U·TOTE-EM
Next To Bowling Alley

All Sizes

. Same Price

2295

LEE XL-2~

1

SUPER WIDE TRAC<
GTX-1000 Retreads .
Traction Treed
Hiway

'17'5

1195

5

Add $1.59 to $3 .00 F .E.T. to-above prices

.

fiS-1600

CAMPUS
TEXACO
8th
Euclid
962-9403 .
&
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Central Coed Bags Goat

HAPPY
HUNTER-Nannette
Hooper went on her first sheep
hunt Sunday and came back with

a 300 Pound ram in less then
forty minutes.

there,"
Dr. Hooper added.
"We must have seen over
40 rams and ewes in the time
we were out," Nannette added.
"And the ram I ~hot was the
biggest of the group I think,"
she said.
Nann~tte downed the big game
animal with a .270 Winchester
with a 4x scope firing a 130
grain bullet.
'

Eighteen year old Nannette
'Hooper was a super happyhunt.
er Saturday as she downed a 300
pound ram with a "big set of
horns'' in a hunt that didn't
quite take 40 minutes.
While the first quarter Central freshman posed beside her
trq>hy, her father and hunting
partner 1 Dr. William . Hooperj
· said it was a little bit ot.
"phenomenal luck.''
"Nannette
had her name
drawn for · one of the five per.
mits in the Colockum range/'
the proud papa said, "And she
downed this ram not more than
forty minutes after we started
out from the Game Range headquarters near Stemllt Creek
above
Wenatchee Saturday
morning.''
Nannette added they were sort
of surrounded by goats in an
area . where they had scouted
two weeks before and seen none.
"It was the first day rams
had ~en seen in the area
according to Jap Burge of the
State Game Department staff

ASsociation provides elapsed·
time and terminal speed readings with descriptions of cars
and drivers.
The quarter-mile strip is located on the north corner of the
old alrporto Take Airport Road
north, turn right on Sanders,
left at the Country Estates sign,
and left again at · Look Road.
After c.r ossing the old wooden
bridge, follow the taxi wa:y ~st ,
to the stripo

Jerry,
"The King", Ruth,
seattle-based AA;.fuel pilot, is
expected. Ruth currently holds
the national top speed mark at
230-plus miles per hour, with
elapsed time in the six-second
bracket.
In addition to the pure compe·
tition classes, the usual fine
Women
field of stockers and modJfied .
street machines will be on hando
Fast and continuous action will
begin with time trials in the
The wom~n's physical educat·
morning until class eliminations
ion department will hold its an·
start after noono
nual sports' day for area high General admis's ion is $2.50
schools tomorrow at Nicholson
and a small entry fee permits
Paviliono
you to race; other requirements
The
event, sPonsored by
for racing are passage of safePEM's will include activities
ty and technical inspections.
in swimming, track and field,
Central Washington Timing
volleyball and gymnasticso ·

Hosts

"They came around a little
hill and ran right towards us,' '
''I think anything she finds
after this . is going to be kinJ
of anticlimactic,'' her father
added with a smile.

"He was about 150 yards away

It's Mouthwatering
Good. So Try Ow
Honey-Dipped Chicken'

The Finishing
Touch, Some
Of Our Many
F~avors of ·

DAIRY MART

Dragsters Set For Competition
. Ellensburg Raceways · has
scheduled a full day of drag
racing for Sunday, Octo 12. Spe·
cial features at this meet will
be an exciting competition ell·
minator series and a tough field
of junior fuelerso

and my ~~ond shot downed
him,''
Nannette said. Her
trophy goo.t was with a bout ten
others someone else had ap.
parently spooked towards the
two Hoopers.

1608 N. Main Drive-ln-925-3588

Crier
Classifieds

MISSING SOMETHING?

963--1026 .

1

If you are · one of those who has not yet picked up his
1969 HYAKEM, you may do so now at the Office of
Information, Edison 106.

Seamstre~-Alteration~-:-

if you are one of those who has not ordered the bigger (maybe even better) 1 970 HY AKEM, you _may st i II
do so by taking your $7.50 (same old price) to a
cashier in Mitchel I Hal I.

DO.N'T MISS IT!

-------------Rides available to .Bellevue on
weekends. Call 963-3470,

---·----------LUZIER COSMETICS

for discriminating people. call 925·
5406 or come by 207 So Chest..
nuto Free Make-up.

-------------- -·

Horsemanship & Riding L P f? ..
sons
Flying M Arc>na. Call
John Sharp. 962·207 4.

Titt$fOne

\'VYJNU~a

Meet The Head Of The Family

~6<-~orOLCIOO
RETREADS ON SOUND TIRE BODIES OR ON YOUR OWN TIRES

$
25
2
FOR 25

~!~~i1:~!~ .68c

exc i se tax. sales

tax and 2 trade

in

tires of same size
off your c ar

B~:Y~~v:i~~~S
6 .50 -13 7 ,75 14
7 .35 -14 7 .75 14
735 -15

larger sizes 2 for $28.28

Whitewalls add S/.25 per tire

most
American
parts extra 1.1 nee d.ed cars

The spirited OPEL GT Is The Head
of the family of Mini-Brutes.
Stop in and get acquainted with the
rest of the Kadette Family-Rallye
Coupe, 2-dr. Coupe and Station Wagon.
Authorized Opel - Buick - Pontiac
Oldsmobile - Cadillac
Sales and Service

Wheels that are out of alignment make
steering difficult and cause unnecessary wear and tear on tires. Let
our expert mechanics
correct this condition.

FREE!

~

SAFETY INSPECTION,

Our skilled mechanics check your brakes,
wheels, tires, fan belt, muffler, tailpipe,
shock absorbers, battery and cables.

MAJOR & . THOMAS
"HOUSE OF QUALITY"
2nd & Pine
925-537~ "

rea·

sonable rates. Call 925-540G
or come by 207 s. Chestnut,
Day or Nighto

OR

Sports Dny

FREEPRIV ATE ROOM- &.
· BOARD College girl t..:> handle
cooking & cleaning. 925·4335.

103 N. Main ·

VAUGHAN'S

TIRE
SERV K E

---Cat-a-log

Oct. 10-0ct. 17

Central Hosts Moratoriu'm, Concert ·
''Fantasticks" ·
"Fantasticks," a College
Theatre Production, will be produced tonight and Saturday in
Mcconnell Auditorium. The
production starts at 8 :30 p.m.
and admisssion is $1.
Tickets to a dance will be
given to all who attend "Fan-·
tasticks."

ratorium, a march thro\lih
downtown Ellensburg has been 1
planned for Wednesday. The
march will begin at 11 :30 at
the Mall in front of the ~B.

Lunch On The Mall·
After the march through El·
lensburg, lunch will be served
in the Mall for 50 cents.

Weekend Dances

Movies On Wcx

The SGA. dance for tonight
features "The Universal Joint"
at Holmes Dining Hall. Tomor· ~
row night "The Bumps" will
be at Holmes. Admission for
the dances is $1.50, and both
dances are from 9-12 p.m.

Mora.torium Speakers
The Vietnam
Moratorium
speaking program begins Mon.
day at 10 a.m. Speaking in
the SUB Cage will be Glen
Stockwell, political science department member, and Philip
Hanni, . Ecumenical Campus
Ministry.
Ken Kirkpatrick, American
Friend~s S e r v i c e representative, will speak in the SUB
Cage at 10 a.m. TUes.

Three movies will be presented Wed. night 'in conjunctkm with the Vietnam Mora.
torium. "Viet Nam Dialogue,"
"Time of the Locust," and "The
Magician'' will be seen in Hertz
Recital Hall starting at 7 :30
p.m.

Cavern Sounds
Tuesday night the SGA. re.
sumes programs for the SUB
cavern. Music begins in the
cavern at 7 p.m.

Duncan lecture
Robert Duncan, distinguish.
ed visiting professor, will of.
fer his third and final lecture
in Hertz Recital Hall at 8 p.m.

Laurel And Hardy

March For Peace
A.s part of the Vietman Mo-

Begilllling next Thursday the

SGA. begins the Laurel and Har•
dy Film Festival. The festival
begins with two showings in the
SUB cavern beginning at 7 p.m.
and 8 :30 p.m.

'

"Three Dog Night"
"'Three Dog Night," is com-

ing to Central next Wednesday.

The Rock Concert starts at 8
p.m. in Nicholson Varsity Gym.
Tickets for the concert are
on sale in the SUB for $2.50.

.DAMES Tea
Central DA.MES are sponsor•
ing a get-acquainted tea in Central' s Reception Center adjoin.
mg. President James Brook's
residence this Suooay from 2-4
p.m.

Campus Reclieatia1
campus · recreation for this
week starts Sunday at 1 p.m.
The varsity gym, fieldhouse,
upper gym, and pool are avail.
able for student use until 4
p.m.
Monday • Thursday from 8·9
p.m. the pool will be available
for student swimming. Monday
from 7.9 p.m. the varsity and
upper gym will also be open
for students.

Official Notices ·

Dates for the Graduate Record
Examinations (GRE) have been
announced by the Educational
Testing Service (ETS) of Berkio
eley, Calif.
The first date for the GRE
is Oct. 25, but applications
should be submitted to E TS by
today.
Other GRE dates are scheduled : Dec. 13, Jan. 17, Feb.
28, A.pr. 25, and July 1.1, 1970.
The other five tesf dates
should be determined by the
requirements of the graduate
school to which applications will
be made. Scores of the GRE
are sent to the gr duate schools
about five weeks after the test.
ing date.
The GRE includes an apti.
tude test of general scholastic
ability and advanced tests mea.
suring ability in 21 major fields
·of study.
Full details and registration
for ms can be obtained by writ•
ing to: Educational Testin_g Ser.
vice, Box 1502, Berkeley, Calif.
94701.

oct. 13 John Hancock Mutual
Life Ins. Co.
Tacoma, wash.
Major open.
Marketing and Sales.
Oct. 14 HEW Audit Agency
San Francisco, Calif.
Accounting.
- .
Positions and interview schedules are posted two weeks ln
advance, brochures and other
information can be found at the
Placement Office in Barge 308.

Receive itp to 2 hours credit
in Ed 496. Education majors are needed to tutor adults
studying for G.E.D. high
school equivalency tests. Call ·
or contact in person; Dr.
DQnald Ebert, Yetter House,
963-2820 or Mr • . Ron Males,
Hebler, 963-1601

Teacher Ed Tests
Tuesday and Wednesday, Tea.
cher Education Tests will be
given in Hertz Recital Hall start• ·
ing both nights at 5:45 p.m.

l

Oub Notes

Geography Meeting

Thursday· ·tn the SUB C&ee at
8 p. m. All interested students
are invited to atteml.

Gamma Tau, Central's Chap.
ter <A the International Honor•
ary Geographical Society, will
have a meeting on Oct. 20.
Mr. Jeb Baldi ot the AlPlne
Lakes' Protection Society will
speak and show slides.
The meeting will be held at
the home ot Professor Otto
Jakubek, 110 East loth at 7
p.m.
All geography majors and min·
ors
and other interested
students are invited.

Fall Symposium
The Fall Symposium Commit•
tee will hold a meeting next
Tuesday at 10 a.m. in 211,
SUB.
The Fall Symposium this year
will be on the "Year 2000 and
Human Relationships." Final
plans for Curbstones, movies,
and discussions will be made
Tuesday.
For information, interested
students should attend the meet.
ing or call Marlene Bloomquist
at 925-3961.

Mountaineers Meet
The
Mountaineeriic Club
holds informal meetings every

Don't be undernourish9d
Get Your HIGH PROTEIN SUPPLEMENTS ,
From
VALLEY SPECIAL TY .FoodJ
. 111 W. Sixth Ave.

RACK 'N CUE

925-2505

Students $1 . 25-Western At

ASERGIO LEONE FILM

ON~= ¥:r~:JJME ill i
(Unusual Co-Hit At 9:00 ONLY)

Our bag is bombs,
swords, guns and girls.

.

SUN., MON., & TUES., OCTOBER 12-13-14
P·lays At 4:00 & 7:30 Sun. -At .7: 30 Mon. & Tues.

If the Chainncll doesn't klll hin. ...llS.-British-Russian lntellgeta W111
·:~~~
20th Century-Fox presents

liREliORY PE[H
·ABBE HEYWOOD
THE [HAIRmAD

An Arthur P. Jacobs Production
. .:;

Job Placement
The following fir~s will hold
interviews at the Placement Of•
fice to interview interested can.
didates: oct. 21, Army and Air
Force Exchange at Fort Lewis
will .interview students wanting
sales, accounting, personnel,
services, and food positions.
Moss, Adams and co. of Port.
land, . Aetna Life and casualty
of Seattle, and Sears, Roebuck
and co. of Los Angeles· are
holding interviews on Oct. 22.
Representatives of Del Monte
Sales Company of Seattle will
be at the Placem.ent Office on
Oct. 23.

I

. -...

:. ~.

11

11

Co-Hit At 5:30 & 9:00 Sun . -At 9 :00 Only

Try Our Ranch Fried
Chicken
Fish & Chips One Of Our
.Special_ties-A~d What
About A Fish Sandwich
Across From Campus· On 8th

-ft;)

.

Mon. & Tues.

STARTS WED . ....:ocTOBER 15th

the ' ..(£-. •
~.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES presents

MICHAEL YORK
. ,JEREMY KEMP

•

i;L;~~$~~~'.

07

stran e anatr ;
30

iliJJ;rii
8l

81

(Eve Plays first At 7:30 ON.LY)

~~UNCONV~~~s~~!:'
~~Free,Wild,and Untamed.·!"
--TheTribes(nanPress

~~NATURE

IS BER BAG!"

·~~i.·:f

...
.,, I

---- Jungle Tomes

Such A Good Deal
For Girls-At
.

.

.....

_

THE TAY
Tuesday Nights 9-12

~~She kills her own clothes!"
- - - - P e o r i a Press

COLOR

·

.

ROBERT WALKER I FRED CLARK I HERBERT LOM / [CELESTE YARNALL as "Eve" ··''"·
(First Run Co-Hit At 9: 15)

99

WOMEN
ACommonwealth United Corporation Presentation

Nia";.ia

Mercedes

SCHELL· McCAMBRIDGE

